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Varwin, Release 0.16.* Beta

Varwin XRMS is a platform based on the Unity engine that allows you to create, edit and manage VR projects without
programming skills.
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1

Varwin XRMS 0.16

The Varwin XRMS is powered by the Unity3d engine, which is also updated and improved to give developers new
development tools. In the new version of Varwin XRMS 0.16, one of the main and large-scale innovations is the
move from the old version of Unity 2018 to the newer Unity 2021. This allowed Varwin developers to implement new
mechanics and improvements in the platform. One of the clear examples is the processing of the behavior of objects,
the work with which has become much more convenient and understandable. Also, considerable efforts have been
implemented versioning of objects to maintain the health of projects that use different versions of objects. But this is
only the tip of the many changes that made it into 0.16.

1.1 Moving to Unity 2021

The Unity version update allowed developers to start improving the platform in places where it was technically impossible due to the limitations of the old 2018 version of the engine. Now, starting with this update, the platform is being
actively developed, having gained access to new tools. Along with this, the developer toolkit for Varwin has also been
updated. The new version of the SDK supports innovations, which you can read about below and which every user
can use!
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1.2 Extending Standard Object Behaviors

New object behaviors allow the user to more flexibly work out the logic of interaction between objects, manipulating
them at a new level. As part of the new behaviors, more than 190 blocks and groups of blocks have been redesigned
to make it easier to interact with them. Also, some of the blocks were abolished due to duplication of functionality.
Updated block categories:
• group of blocks “Movement”
• group of blocks “Rotation”
• group of blocks “Scaling”
• group of blocks “Visualization”
• group of blocks “Physics”
• group of blocks “Interactivity”
• group of blocks “Vectors” in the section “Mathematics”
• new section “Chains”
• new section “Auxiliary”
• new section “Colors”
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1.3 Object versioning

The purpose of this innovation is the ability to update any object or scene template in the library and at the same time
preserve the invariance of the work of projects, that is, preserve their integrity and performance. Read more in the
article “Versioning objects”

1.4 Changing the execution order of block logic

1.3. Object versioning
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The platform is developing allowing users to take a fresh look at the process of assembling logic by building parallel
logical sequences called chains.
There are two main features of this innovation:
• A conceptual change in the work of logic - if before the logic was executed sequentially, strictly following the
order of execution, now with the help of this set of blocks you can perform several actions at the same time.
• Single execution of a logical construct - if earlier, a block or a logical chain was executed constantly and until the
project is stopped, now they will be executed only once. To return a repeating execution of a logical construction,
it is enough to place it in the appropriate block!

1.5 Preinstalled Objects

A general reworking and optimization of pre-installed objects was carried out, as well as correction of errors and
shortcomings in the work.

1.6 Varwin Starter License Limitations
General restrictions have been highlighted for the platform whose users have the Starter version:
• Ability to choose the path to create the VarwinData folder
• Ability to choose the path to save projects with each export and select the default export folder
• Choice of displaying the number of projects on one page
• Blockly style selection window
• Mute Blockly Sounds
• And other improvements
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1.7 Improvements in the RMS interface

The RMS interface is being finalized to suit user requests. Here’s what’s been added:
• Ability to choose the path to create the VarwinData folder
• Ability to choose the path to save projects with each export and select the default export folder
• Choice of displaying the number of projects on one page
• Blockly style selection window
• Mute Blockly Sounds
• And other improvements

1.7. Improvements in the RMS interface
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1.8 Improvements to the Blockly editor

The logic editor also continues to undergo changes and continue to improve, in particular, the following has been
added:
• Ability to resize the Blockly toolbox
• Search for required blocks by their names or standard values
• Selecting all blocks in the workspace using the keyboard shortcut‘‘Ctrl+A‘‘
• Selecting multiple blocks and block designs via Ctrl
• Duplication of selected blocks/structures using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl+D
• Simplified interaction with the creation of additional conditions, values or variables for blocks
• Choice of Blockly design style from three standard ones
• And other improvements

1.9 Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
1.9.1 Blockly
Corrected
1. Incorrect default text when renaming Blockly main tab
2. Long name of objects, due to which the library of blocks does not fit on the screen
3. Multiline text that did not resize when large text was entered
4. Changing the execution of logical structures. Blocks are now executed once
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Added
1. Added toolbox search
2. Replaced global variables with local ones in functions and loops
3. Implemented group selections and operations with blocks on the canvas
4. Added ability to resize toolbox and flyout
5. Added grouping of blocks in the toolbox
6. Added blocks with vectors to the section “Math”
7. Added new sections “Color” and “Chains” to the toolbox

1.9.2 RMS
Corrected
1. Cursor not centered and inactive when maximizing a minimized DP screen
2. The download button does not disappear after canceling the package installation from the marketplace
3. Hotkeys do not work and the interface is deformed after folding - expanding the client in DE
4. Client embeds incorrectly when launched in minimized window state
5. Part of the client window is rendered on RMS after minimization
6. Replaced action.cancel with Cancel in Task Manager when downloading from marketplace
7. Description of the error if there is not enough space on the disk for backup
8. The installer offers a backup of projects if VarwinData has been deleted, but the application itself is not
9. Can’t cancel installation
10. Update local IP in project launcher modal on mobile headsets when changing LAN
11. Wrong position and size of DP and DE window when maximized
12. The location is not updated after it is loaded with changes
13. The panel with user settings, spaces and help disappears when the client is open
14. F12 developer console not hiding
15. The client does not connect to the server automatically after raising the network
16. The width of the blockly window does not change when hiding/expanding the sidebar
17. When appearing, the library item’s modal window twitches if Varwin is not in full screen mode
18. Scene icons in the project list do not update after importing a new scene
19. The project creation menu does not move behind the button when the sidebar is hidden
20. Access key is not updated immediately if it has been used
21. Fixed the absence of the “Close” button in the password entry window
22. Project remains mobile-ready after changing objects to non-mobile-ready

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Added
1. Prevent a user from creating a duplicate of their own server
2. Feature Manager refactoring for rules with non-boolean values
3. Now it is written in which project the object / scene template / resource is used, when trying to delete it
4. Added notification about limitations of the Starter version of the platform
5. Launch configuration menu updated
6. Revealing an image from its modal window
7. Creating a backup of projects before installing a new version of the platform
8. Subscribe to the RMS Library Update event
9. Setting up additional fields for analytics
10. Marketplace is now available on all licenses
11. Ability to change user from EDU licenses under your email
12. First and last page in project pagination
13. Ability to enable/disable sounds in Blockly
14. Selecting the blockly editor style
15. Grouping objects on the stage according to those used in logic
16. Filtering by mobile-ready objects and scenes in the marketplace
17. Button for loading objects from the marketplace in the general list of objects
Removed
1. “New” icons from the sidebar
2. The functionality of downloading the new version of the platform in the upper right corner

1.9.3 Client
Added
1. Support for new behaviors
2. Support for objects with Resource Arrays
Varwin XRMS
What is it
Varwin XRMS is completely installed on a PC and is a standalone environment for creating, editing and running VR
projects. The solution allows you to quickly and easily create a project in virtual reality without programming skills,
and then manage and maintain it on your own company, without involving third-party developers. The boxed solution
includes the Varwin XRMS* application with a built-in VR client, a library of ready-made content (Marketplace) and
the Varwin SDK. Each of these modules cannot be used in isolation from the others.
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Platform components
* 3D&VR Reality Management System (XRMS)
Reality Management System (RMS) is an XR content management system, which is an electron application that
implements a UI for creating projects. It can also be used to upload content to Varwin, manage user settings, and
switch between other platform modules.
Varwin SDK
The Varwin user can not only manage the library, but also create his own objects and scene templates. This will require:
• Install the Unity development platform version 2021.3.0
• Install the Varwin SDK, a dedicated development tool for the Varwin XRMS
Now you can create objects and scene templates for the Varwin XRMS:
• On your own (if you have skills in working with Unity)
• By any developer familiar with Unity (over 4 million developers worldwide)
Note: You can read more about Varwin SDK in the corresponding article

VR Client
VR Client is an application developed on Unity that allows you to play and create projects on PC in 3D and VR mode,
on wireless VR headsets, as well as on mobile devices.
Marketplace
Market place is a library of ready-made content available to every user after installing the platform. It includes
objects, scene templates, a package of geometric primitives, as well as a number of auxiliary objects for fine-tuning
user projects. Objects can be immediately placed on the stage in the VR Client module and create logical scenarios
with them.
Preparing to install the Varwin XRMS
Preparing to install the Varwin XRMS
1. Check if your PC meets the system requirement
2. To work with the Varwin XRMS, the following programs must be installed on your PC:
• Steam
• SteamVR
• Software for VR equipment

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Hardware and system requirements for the Varwin XRMS
Varwin XRMS supports Windows and Android operating systems, works on both desktop PCs and mobile VR devices,
supports 3D and VR modes on wired and wireless headsets.
Hardware and system requirements for the Varwin XRMS
System requirements for working on a PC using a wireless VR headset (Stand Alone VR)

Minimum system requirements
OS
CPU
Video card
RAM
Hard disk space

Windows 10(x64) or higher
Intel Core i3 AMD Ryzen 3
Intel HD Graphics 620 or higher or
equivalent
4 GB or more
10+ GB

Recommended system requirements
Windows 10(x64) or higher
Intel Core i5 AMD Ryzen 5
NVidia GeForce 940mx or higher or
equivalent
4 GB or more
10+ GB

Note: Wireless VR headsets include: HTC Vive Focus, Pico Neo, Oculus Quest, Class VR
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Download Varwin mobile client Vive Focus 1, 2, 3

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Download Varwin mobile client Pico Neo 2, 3 Pro

Download Varwin mobile client Oculus Quest 1&2
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ClassVR
System requirements for working on a PC using a wired VR headset (PC VR)
• OS: Windows 10(x64) or higher
• Processor: Intel Core i5 AMD Ryzen 5
• Video card: GeForce GTX 1060 6 GB or higher or equivalent
• RAM: 16 GB or more
• Hard disk space: 10+ GB
• Connection interfaces: USB 3.0, HDMI 1.4, 2.0 or DisplayPort 1.3
• Any wired VR headset with SteamVR support
Note: PC VR headsets include headsets that connect to a PC via a wire, for example: HT Vive, Oculus Rift, Pimax,
Windows Mixed Reality

Compatibility check
VR headset manufacturers offer tools to test the compatibility of Windows-based computers with their products. Select
the system of interest and download the compatibility checker from the official source:
• HTC Vive Compatibility Tool
• Windows Mixed Reality Compatibility Tool
• Oculus Rift Compatibility Tool
VR software
To work with the Varwin XRMS in VR mode, the following programs must be installed on your PC:
1. Steam

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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2. Steam VR
3. For Windows Mixed Reality hardware: Windows Mixed Reality for SteamVR
Note: Step by step description of this program installation

Installing Steam VR
Installing Steam
1. Install the Steam online service using the link to the installer from the official source
2. Sign in to your Steam account. If you don’t have an account, register

Installing Steam VR
1. In the Steam installed on your PC, open the “Store” section and type SteamVR in the search bar without a space
a. If necessary, check compatibility of your PC requirements using the program SteamVR Performance Test
b. Go to the SteamVR page

16
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2. You will see a message that the program is in your library. To install SteamVR, click the “Play now” button

3. Install SteamVR following the instructions in the installer

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Installing software for wired VR headsets
HTC Vive
HTC Vive hardware does not require any additional software to be installed
Oculus
If you intend to use Oculus hardware, you will need to install an additional program called Oculus Software. Download
it from the official Oculus website by following the link: Getting Started with Rift
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Windows Mixed Reality
If you are going to use Windows Mixed Reality hardware, you will need to install an additional program - Windows
Mixed Reality for SteamVR in Steam Store
1. In the Steam installed on your PC, open the “Store” section and type in the search bar Windows Mixed Reality
for SteamVR. Go to the program page

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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2. You will see a message that it is in your library. To install Windows Mixed Reality for SteamVR, click the
“Use now” button

3. Install Windows Mixed Reality for SteamVR following the instructions in the installer
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Installing the Varwin XRMS
1. On the Varwin official website click on the “Download” button in the upper right corner of the screen or follow
the link. The installer will start downloading. This may take several minutes
2. Open the installer
3. Select a folder to install the Varwin XRMS and click “Next”
4. Choose a path for the location of the VarwinData folder
Note: The VarwinData folder stores all information about the user and his projects in the Varwin XRMS
5. Follow the installer’s instructions to complete the installation. This may take several minutes

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Note: Select the autostart option if you want Varwin to start when the PC is turned on
6. Once the installation is complete, the Varwin icon will appear in the notification area at the bottom right corner
of the screen. While the program is running, there will be a yellow dot on the icon. When the program is ready
to run, the yellow dot will disappear

7. You will see an authorization form, click Register
8. You will see a registration form. Fill in all the fields
9. Check your email. You should receive an email with a license key
Hint: If you have not received an email, please check your Spam folder
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The letter will be accompanied by a link to download the file with the archive for installing the Varwin SDK. You
don’t need to download the SDK, If you want to use only Varwin XRMS
Note: You can read more about installing the Varwin SDK in the corresponding article

License activation
The first time you launch the application, you will be prompted to activate Varwin. You can log in using a Varwin
account or social network

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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You can also manually enter an activation key
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In the “License” section, you can always view information about your license, update the license key, and also select
a different type of license

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Backups
This article will walk you through the process of backing up your projects and restoring them in case of unexpected
problems when upgrading from an older version of the Varwin XRMS to a newer version
Note: Backup - the process of creating backup copies of data, designed to restore them in case of damage

Creating a backup

Note: Creating backups is only possible if, at the stage of choosing the path to save the folder with user settings, you
specify the path where they are already stored. That means, if you choose a folder that does not contain user data, then
the backup step during installation will be skipped
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1. Before you start creating a backup, stop Varwin work and download the new version of Varwin XRMS
2. Run the installer. First of all, they will ask if you want to remove the old version of the Varwin XRMS? Spoiler:
if you choose “no”, the installer will refuse to install another version for you in parallel! Therefore, at this point,
you must select “yes”. The removal of the old version of the platform will begin
3. Next, select the path of the desired location for the VarwinData folder and click “Next”
Note: The VarwinData folder stores all information about the user and created projects. It is advisable to remember
the location of this folder, it will come in handy in case of restoring a backup.
4. If you have previously installed a version of the platform older than 0.16.0, the installer will notify you that
when updating the platform, you may encounter incorrect work of current projects in the new version and will
offer you to read the article on their migration to newer versions. Click “Update”

5. Next, you need to choose a path to create a backup. The size of the backup folder will depend on the number
and size of your projects in the library

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Note:
By default, it is created in the current user’s Documents folder, such as
C:\Users\User\Documents\VarwinBackups\DATE, where ‘‘DATE‘‘ will be replaced with the date
the backup was created in yearmonthday format
If you need to choose a different path for creating a copy, click the “Browse” button and select the path. Once you’ve
done that, click “Next”. The process of copying your data to the specified path will begin.
6. If you have Varwin installed on your computer, the uninstall process will begin before installation
7. Before starting the installation process, when the installer asks for additional tasks, check the box “Create an
icon on the desktop”, it will come in handy later. Click “Next”. If the platform is not currently installed on the
PC, the installation process will start immediately
Restoring from a backup
If you have difficulty opening or launching projects during the transition to a new version of the Varwin, or you just
need to restore a copy of them, you can easily transfer data from the folder with a backup copy. For this:
1. Terminate Varwin XRMS in the Windows tray in the lower right corner of the screen
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2. Remove the current version of Varwin in any way convenient for you, for example, through the installation and
removal of Windows programs
3. Open the folder with the necessary backup and copy the contents to the VarwinData folder, the path to which
you chose during the previous installation of Varwin

Hint: If for some reason you can’t find where the VarwinData folder is, don’t despair! Go to your Desktop,
right click on the Varwin icon, select properties and go to the Shortcut tab. In the Object field you will have text,
for example "C:\Program Files\Varwin\VarwinLauncher.exe" --app-data=C:\VarwinData,
from which we only need the path C:\VarwinData. It indicates what exactly in this folder contains the user
settings.The path that is specified in the example is the default.If you specified your own path during the installation
of Varwin XRMS, it will differ from the path in the example.
4. Download the installation file of the required version of Varwin and install it on your PC following the hints of
the installer
Attention: It is necessary to install Varwin XRMS only after restoring VarwinData from a backup
5. Wait for the installation to complete and start Varwin. If you did everything right, your projects will revert to
the state they were in when they were copied
Introduction to the platform
This section covers the basic things you need to know when getting started with the Varwin XRMS:
• Operating modes
• Getting to know the interface
• Creating a simple project

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Varwin XRMS operating modes
Varwin XRMS offers editing, preview and view modes. All modes are available both in VR and without it
Editing
Allows you to add objects to the scene and set their location, rotation and scale. In edit mode, objects are not affected
by physical laws and the logic of object interaction

Switching to non-VR editing mode
Preview
• In the preview mode, it is possible to watch each scene separately
• Preview mode supports a quick transition back to edit mode
• The physical laws apply to objects
Note: The physical laws apply only to those objects that are assigned the appropriate flag when setting up an object
in Desktop Editor
• Objects participate in predefined logic, for example: under certain conditions, the display shows the specified
text
Switch to non-VR preview mode
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Switching to VR preview mode

View
• The switch to view mode function is active if there is at least one configuration in the project (when creating a
project, a standard configuration is added)
• In the view mode, it is possible to see the entire project as it will be seen by future users
• It is not possible to switch from view mode to edit mode
• The laws of physics apply to objects
• Interaction with the finished application according to the scenario provided by the creator
View mode in VR

View mode in mobile VR
1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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View mode on Desktop

Introduction to the Varwin XRMS interface
When you launch the Varwin XRMS, the following window will open
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Top panel

The following functions are available to you in the top panel:
• Background tasks
• Help:
– Knowledge base
– Support
• User Preferences
Background tasks

Opens a modal window with current background tasks, such as downloading a package, installing files, exporting a
project, etc
Note: The “Background Tasks” button will not appear until you do one of the above.

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Preferences

In the “Settings” window, you can:
• Change the language of the program
• Set folder selection on each export
• Set the default file export path
Navigation menu
The navigation menu allows the user to move between sections of the program, which include:
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• Workspace settings
• Projects
• Library
• Marketplace
• License
• Collapse the navigation bar

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Setting up workspace

In the user workspace settings you can set various options for the Blockly logic editor, e.g:
• Play sounds - enable/disable Blockly sound
• Editor style - select from three available Blockly visual styles:
– Geras (default)
– Thrasos
– Zelos
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Projects

In the “Projects” section, you can:
• Filter the list of projects by name
• View the list of projects
• Select a project to work on
• Add a new project
• Upload project files, scene templates and objects
By clicking on the “Name” column in the table, you can sort the projects by title both in descending order (A-Z) and
in ascending order (Z-A)
Quick actions are available for each project:

• View - view the project in VR mode or on a PC mode
• Copy
• Remove
• Export - export full project or export only project metadata
• Create an executable file for this project
• Additional information - display of the project ID, date of creation and date of change

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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• Project settings - editing the name and copyright of the project
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Library

In this section, the user can:
1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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• View the list of objects/scene templates
• View information about any object
• Upload files of projects, templates of scenes and objects
• Edit object/scene template tags
Hint: Tags can be assigned and removed directly in the object window that opens. They are useful for quickly finding
objects in the library when editing a scene
• Download ready-made scene objects/templates from Varwin Marketplace
In this section, the user can find out detailed information about an object or scene by simply clicking on it in the
window
• Object name
• Tags
• ID
• GUID
• Root GUID
• SDK Version
• License
• Author
• Author email
• Date added
• Update date
• Default version
Hint: Each scene object/template can have multiple versions. More about versioning. The default version cannot be
assigned to objects that are in a package. For objects in a package, the version of the package itself is assigned
• Remove
Normal mode
In this mode, there is a gallery of all resources in the library (several objects per page), regardless of whether they were
contained in any package
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Here you can filter objects by type and name by specifying the necessary parameters in the right part of the window

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Package grouping mode
In this mode, a gallery of downloaded packages is presented. Clicking on one of the packages will open a window
with its contents
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Marketplace
In the marketplace, the user can add various sets of objects of various subjects to his library, for example:

• Visual effects
• Simple objects
1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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• Megapolis
• Middle Ages
• House
• Astronomy
• Anatomy
For more information about the package, click on it

License
In the “License” section, you can find information about the current license
Create your first project
Create a project
Launch the Varwin XRMS. Open the “Projects” section. Click “Add Project”. Give it a name, then click “Add”.
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Your project has appeared in the list. The structure of the new project is immediately opened automatically
Note: For more details, read the article “Creating a project”

Scene creation
At this moment there are no scenes in our first project. Click “Add Scene”. Give it a name and select a scene template
- the location where the objects will be placed
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You have created a project with one scene. The scene currently does not contain objects and logic, but the project is
already ready for viewing and assembly
Note: For more details, read the article “Creating a scene”

Scene editing
The scene is ready for editing. Before creating logic, you need to add objects to the scene
Switch to “PC Editing mode”
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The scene editor will open. Drag a simple button and light bulb from the library onto the stage

Click save and close or minimize the editing window

Note: You can read more about scene editing in the corresponding article

Creation of logic
The scene is ready for creation of a scenario in Blockly
On the project page, click on the puzzle icon
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The Blockly logic editor will open
Select “Objects” - “Simple button” from the left menu. You will see the available logical blocks for the button. Drag
the event block into the workspace

Select “Objects” - “Simple light bulb” from the left menu. You will see the available logic blocks for the light bulb.
Drag the second block from the “Action” section into the workspace
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Place the green “Actions” block inside the purple “Events” block. This design literally says the following: “When
you press a simple button, turn on a simple lightbulb”

Click “Apply”, wait until the changes are saved
Note: You can read more about editing logic in the corresponding article

Testing
Test the written logic in view or preview mode
Hint: The preview and editing mode can be accessed from the Blockly logic editor

Press the button and the light will turn on, everything is working!
Project build
The project is ready to build
Click “Build Project”. Wait for the build process to complete
Your project will have an .exe extension and will not require the Varwin RMS application to run
Hint: In the assembled project, you can switch to VR mode and back by pressing Esc
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VR Camera Setup
The Varwin XRMS has built-in VR camera anti-aliasing to smoothly display the image on the screen while using a
VR headset

In addition to smoothing, you can adjust the viewing angle using the slider
The settings panel appears in two client modes:
• To display in Desktop mode, you must press the Esc button and move the courses to the upper right corner. In
Desktop mode, the ability to smooth camera movement is disabled
• To display in VR mode, you need to wait for the project to load without wearing a helmet, just move the cursor
to the upper right corner and adjust the camera shake and viewing angle as needed by the user
Examples of displaying the operation of the viewing angle at minimum, medium and maximum
settings
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Working with content
Varwin RMS allows users to import and export content
Content types
Content means:
• .vwo - objects
• .vwst - scene templates
• .vwp - projects
• .vwpkg - Varwin packages
• .vwm - project metadata
• Resources
Note: Objects and scene templates for Varwin are created by Unity developers. Projects can only be created in Varwin

Varwin packages
Packages can contain an arbitrary set of the above-mentioned files
Usually, theme packs are released containing objects and scene templates (and sometimes test projects), such as:
astronomy, anatomy, city, etc
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Project metadata
Project - the full project, including files of objects and scene templates
Project metadata - the structure of the project, excluding object files and scene templates
Note: We recommend exporting the full project. Export project metadata is for advanced users
What does project metadata include:
• Author
• License
• Launch configuration
• List of scenes and objects
• Location of objects on the stage
• Versions of objects and scene templates
• Logic in blocks
• Tags
Therefore, in order to correctly import metadata, the recipient must have all the necessary objects and scene templates
Resources
Resources are files that are not specific to the Varwin XRMS
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It is currently possible to upload images, sounds, videos, 3D models and audio files
Acceptable formats:
Images
jpg png bmp

Sounds
wav

Videos
mp4

3D models *
fbx obj dae glb gltf

Warning: * The size of all textures of the model must be a multiple of 4, for example 4x4 pixels, 372x372,
1024x1024 and so on. Otherwise, placing the model on the scene may cause errors and incorrect operation of the
project

Import and export
Import
The Varwin user can import:
• Objects .vwo
• Scene templates .vwst
• Projects .vwp
• Project metadata .vwm
• Varwin packages .vwpkg
• Resources
For this:
1. Go to “Projects” section or to the “Library” section
2. You can import content in two ways:
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2.1 Click on the import button in one of the two sections. A window will open where you will need to specify the path
to the file you are going to import

2.2 Open the folder in Explorer where the import file is stored and simply drag and drop it into Varwin when one of
the two sections mentioned above is open

Note: You can also select multiple objects and move them all at once!

Hint: After loading the scene objects/templates, you can add tags to them to make it easier to find them in the library
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Hint: Some rules when importing content into the platform:
• You can download different file types at the same time
• You can download a whole folder
• You cannot upload zip archives with attached files
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Attention:
• 3D model path can contain only Latin letters, numbers and special characters. The model path is understood
as an absolute path together with the model name C:\\varwin\\models\\duck.fbx
• When uploading 3D models, you only need to upload the file with the model. Textures and animations will
be loaded automatically. When loading the whole folder, the textures will be loaded as image resources

Export
The Varwin user can export:
• Projects .vwp
• Projects .exe
• Project metadata .vwm
For this:
1. Go to “Projects” section
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2. For export:
• .vwp project, in front of the project you are interested in in the list of actions select “Exporting a project”
- “Export full project”
• .vwp project, in front of the project you are interested in in the list of actions select “Exporting a project”
- “Export project metadata”

• .exe project, in front of the project you are interested in in the list of actions select “Create executable file
for this project”

Marketplace
You can import ready-made projects, packages, objects and scene templates from the Marketplace
Go to the “Marketplace” section to select content
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Click on the package you like to install

Working with a project
This section explains how to create and edit projects and scenes
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Project creation
Open the “Projects” section
Click “Add Project”

Set the necessary checkboxes:
• Mobile-VR support - the parameter responsible for the operation of the project for mobile headsets
Note: You can read more about the work of mobile projects in the related article
• Auto update versions of objects and scene templates - when a new version of an object or a scene template is
loaded, it will be automatically updated in the project
Give it a name, then click “Add”
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Your project has appeared in the list. The structure of the new project is immediately opened automatically
Scene creation
Open the “Projects” section. Select a project
Click “Add Scene”. Give it a name and select a scene template - the location where the objects will be placed

You have created a project with one scene. The scene currently does not contain objects and logic, but the project is
already ready for viewing and editing
Note: Learn more about scene editing
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Duplicate scenes between projects
Copying ready-made scenes from other projects saves time when you need to implement an identical or similar scene
in another project. When copying, the content of the scene and the Blockly logic are completely preserved
In order to copy a scene from one project to another, you need to go to the project from which the scene will be copied,
select the scene and click on the corresponding icon opposite the scene preview and select the project to which you
want to copy the selected scene

After that, the copied scene will appear in your project
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Projects with multiple scenes
Often projects have more than one scene. In this connection, it becomes necessary to switch between scenes
Start scene selection
Create two scenes in the project
On the project page, go to the “Project settings” tab and than choose “Configurations”

Click on the pencil icon, the configuration editing window will open
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Set the necessary parameters, namely:
• The name of the configuration
• Starting scene of the project
• Default project language
• Run in VR or PC mode
• Permission to change mode in view mode
• Select the default loading scene
Switching between scenes
Switching between scenes is configured in Blockly
To switch between scenes, use the “Load Scene” block located in the “Actions section”
Switch to the start scene editing mode. Add a simple button to the scene
Go to the Blockly editor of the start scene. Add a button click event, add the “Load Scene” block to the event, select
the second scene. Save your changes
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For testing, switch to project view mode

Warning: Preview mode only launches the scene selected as the start scene
Click the button which we configured previously in playmode and the second scene will start
Getting Object Version Information
One object/template scene can have several versions. You can get information about an object or scene template in
the Library section by clicking on the required content
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The current version will be listed at the bottom of the window that appears
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Note: If there are several versions of an object in the library, it can be selected in the scene editor. You can read more
about this in the article on object versioning

Note: Editing the scene template version is not available, the user can only get information about it
The system selects the latest version of the scene object/template by default
Hint: To get a new version of an object or scene template, contact Unity developer

Project Settings
The project settings allow you to set the project name, author information, and select a license
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To access these settings, go to the project page and click “Settings”

Project build
You can demonstrate the application through the Varwin XRMS in view mode, or build a standalone PC application
that does not require an installed Varwin XRMS
Note: Creating executable files is available for the “Varwin Education” and “Varwin Professional” license holders
To build the application, go to the project page and click “Create executable file for this project”
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You can also build an app by going to the projects section and clicking on the hammer icon next to the app

Project debugging
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Console

The main window for displaying system information is the console. The console is a window for displaying system
messages, which are divided into three different groups:
1. Info
2. Warnings
3. Errors
The console is needed to display possible errors during the execution of the scenario, as well as auxiliary messages
about the status of the scenario, such as the current step of the passage, the number of passed steps, points, etc.
To bring up the console, press the ~ button on the keyboard
Note: You can read more about keyboard shortcuts in the 3D editor in the related article
Also in the lower right corner of the screen is a button to call the console, which contains information about the number
of messages in the console
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Displaying messages in the console
In order to call messages in the console, you must add a block that is responsible for displaying the message in the
console. This block is located in group “Accessories”
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In the message output block in the console it is possible to select the type of message to be output

Testing the console output functionality
In order to test it, we need to build a small script. The script will imply to increase the value of some variable by
pressing the button and output the value to the console. To do this, you need to add a button to the scene, and in
Blockly assign to pressing the button to increase the value of a variable and output a message to the console

The result of the script after 5 clicks:
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Illumination of blocks in progress
In Blockly, you can track in real time the blocks that are currently executing. These blocks are highlighted when they
are executed

Note: You can read more about highlighting used blocks in the related article
This mechanism allows you to track logical drafting errors, track the current state of the script, transitions, etc.
Migrating projects from older versions
Transferring projects from 0.13.x to 0.16.x
Export projects
This article will help you in the process of migrating projects from an older version to a new one. When switching
from version 13.x to 16.x, the user may experience a number of emergency situations, which this instruction will help
to avoid:
• Before installing a new version of Varwin (16.x), prefer to export the required projects so that you have a saved
working copy handy
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• After installing the new version of Varwin, launch it and go to the list of projects
Note: If the installation of a new version of Varwin took place without clearing the data, then we find the necessary
project in the list, or we import it from the backup we created earlier

Logic conversion
Next, Varwin needs to convert the logic that was implemented on 13.x to the new version of the platform. To do this,
for each scene, perform the following actions:
1. Go to the project, open the logic editor of one of the scenes

2. perform any manipulations on the workspace of the logic editor, for example, move a block - our task is to make
the “Apply” button active

3. Click on the “Apply” button, thereby starting the logic conversion process
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Update objects
Next, you need to update the objects to the latest version - they have been fixed errors, improved performance and
added new functionality
1. To do this, go to the scene editor

2.In the editor window, in the top toolbar, find the button for launching the object versioning widget and click on it

3. The Object Versioning window opens. We can update both single selected objects and all at once. In our case,
it is recommended to update all objects at once by clicking on the corresponding button. Initially, the list will
contain only objects built into the platform. If the project also uses “third-party” objects made using the Varwin
SDK it is recommended to rebuild them in Unity and upload them to the platform, more on that below.
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4. Object updates will take effect only after restarting the scene, so you need to close the versioning widget by
clicking on the cross
5. And then click on the “OK” button in the window that appears
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6. Next, you need to restart the scene editor for the changes to take effect. To do this, close the editor window
Fixing object logic
Let’s go back to the scene logic editor in which we updated the objects. After updating the objects, some of their
blocks will be marked as deleted, and some as obsolete:

Outdated blocks will continue to work, but correct operation cannot be guaranteed. The next stage of the transfer of
projects is the replacement of remote and, if necessary, obsolete blocks. To do this, you need to find a similar block in
the list of object blocks and replace the old one with it. On the example of the “Text”:
1. We find a similar block
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2. Drag it to the right place and configure it like the old one

3. Delete the old block

4. We perform similar operations until there is not a single block marked deleted in the logic editor
To save the progress of replacing blocks, you can use the forced save function - it allows you to save the state of the
logic in an inoperative state in order to continue working with it in the future. For this:
1. Click the “Apply” button
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2. If deleted blocks remain in the logic editor, the workspace will focus on that block and the “Apply” button will
change to “Force Apply”

Note: After clicking on the “Force Apply” button, the current state of the logic will be saved and you can continue
working with it in the future
3. Once all blocks in the logic editor are restored, the “Apply” button no longer changes to a “Force Apply”
button, the project can be considered migrated.
Note: It is also recommended to check the documentation describing the updated behavior of the blocks in the logic
editor workspace in order to possibly correct some points of your logic

Rebuilding “custom” objects made with the Varwin SDK
1. You need to install LTS - version of Unity 2021 (2021.3.0 LTS) and create a new Unity project on this version
2. It is necessary to collect resources and sources of your objects
Note: If you are using a repository to store resources, you can skip the steps below
2.1. Open the project on Unity 2018, which contains the objects that need to be rebuilt
2.2. Go to the “Project” window and right-click in an empty space, select “Export package. . . ”
2.3. In the window that opens, check the boxes for those folders and resources that need to be
transferred
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It is necessary to uncheck the “Plugins” folders (if the project uses any plugins other than those in
the screenshot, then you need to select only them), “SteamVR_Input”, “Varwin” are the resources
of the Varwin SDK 13.x, they are for us won’t be needed
2.4. Click the “Export” button and export the package to a convenient location
2.5. Open a project created on Unity 2021 and install the Varwin SDK for 0.16.x following the
instructions for installing the SDK and prompts in pop-up windows
2.6. After installing the SDK, import the package with the sources of objects and resources that were
exported from Unity 2018 (or download the resources of objects and scenes from the repository) into
the project
2.7. After importing, there may be errors in the console related to changes to the Unity API, they
must be resolved according to the Unity documentation
3. After a successful import, and if there are no errors in the console, you can collect the objects. This is done in
the same way as before. When assembling objects, a window appeared where you can enter what changes were
made in comparison with the previous assembly, just some information, or leave the field empty
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Next, press the “Build” button and the assembly procedure takes place
4. After collecting all the necessary objects and loading them into Varwin, you need to update these objects in the
scenes where it is used. The update process is similar to the process described above for embedded objects
Editing a 3D scene
Launching the scene editor
You can launch the Desktop Editor from Varwin XRMS. To do this, go to the project page and next to the scene, click
“Edit on PC”

You can also open the Desktop Editor from Preview Mode. On a PC, press Esc and select “Edit Mode”
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In VR, on the top panel, select the icon to switch to PC editing mode

Features of the Desktop Editor
• Place and remove objects on the scene
• Change objects scale
• Organize objects in a hierarchical structure
• Perform group actions on objects
• Modify object properties if any are defined for a particular object
Read more in the articles:
• Getting to know the interface
• Camera control
• Placement of objects
• Working with hierarchy
• Hotkeys
Getting to know the interface
The Desktop editor interface is divided into 4 workspaces:
1. Toolbar
2. Editable scene
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3. Tabs Library, Objects, Resources
4. Inspector

Toolbar
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№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Action
Save
Undo
Repeat
Copy
Paste
Move camera
Move object
Rotate
Scale

Keyboard Shortcut
CTRL + S
CTRL + Z
CTRL + Y
CTRL + C
CTRL + V
Q
W*
E*
R*

Note: * When using tools with CTRL held down, the position will change discretely: move by 0.5 units, rotate by 15
degrees, scale by 0.05 units
You can read more about keyboard shortcuts in the corresponding article

Axis switch

When the switch is in the “Local” position, the object rotates and moves about its own axis. When the switch is in the
“World” position, the object rotates and moves about the xyz axes in the world coordinate system
Point switch - Z

When the switch is in the “Fulcrum” position, the object rotates and moves relative to a certain point set by the
developer. When the switch is in the “Center” position, the object rotates and moves about its geometric center
Collider switch

Colliders are hidden by default. When the switch is in the “Edges” position, all the edges of the object colliders and
the scene begin to be displayed on the stage
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When the switch is in the “Planes” position, the planes of the object colliders and the scene begin to be displayed on
the stage

Note: * Colliders determine the shape of the object for physical collisions
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Switching to preview mode

1. Preview in VR mode
2. Preview on PC
Editable scene
3D-gizmo

In the upper right corner is the 3D gizmo axis, which controls the position of the camera on the scene
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• When you click on one of the axes, the camera will turn in the direction of the pressed axis
• When you click on the center of the gizmo, then on the cube, the camera display will switch from standard
perspective to orthographic projection

Note: * Standard perspective - the viewing angle at which the user observes how objects on the stage narrow as
they move away from the player. From this angle, a person sees the world around him
* Orthographic projection is a view in which the user observes objects on the scene in an equiproportional and
geometrically correct way, that is, without distortion of the viewing angle

Sections of the left side menu
Library
A library of objects available for placement in the scene
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Check out Standard Objects in the Varwin Library
Objects
All objects placed in the scene are organized in a hierarchical structure. Learn more about working with hierarchy
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Resources
Library of available resources. At the moment, assets refer to images and 3D models. Resources can be used as
independent objects, as well as properties of finished objects, such as an image or a model

Tip: Use the search bar

Inspector
The inspector displays information about the selected object or group of objects
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The base inspector for all objects includes:
• Name, ID and type of object
• Activation and deactivation of an object - hides the object from the scene, but does not exclude its participation
in the logic
• Options: position, rotation and scale
• Enabling/disabling the use of the object in the Blockly logic
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• Hierarchy fixation switch - more about working with the hierarchy
• Permission to select an object from the scene - allows or prohibits the selection of an object from the scene. If
selecting an object from the scene is disabled, then the object can be selected in the object hierarchy
• The delete action is also available with the DEL button. Learn more about keyboard shortcuts
Some objects may have properties defined. For example, additional properties in the “Inspector” window for the
“Image” object
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Placement of objects
To add an object to the scene, simply drag it from the “Objects” tab
When placing objects on the stage, pay attention to the toolbar

1. Camera movement Q
2. Moving W
3. Rotating E
4. Scaling R
Select an object or several objects on the stage or in the hierarchy and select the tool from the toolbar or using hotkeys
How to select objects
You can select objects in the scene or in the hierarchy
• To select a single object, click on it with the left mouse button
• Hold down CTRL to add objects to or remove them from the selection
• To select a group of objects in the hierarchy, use SHIFT, you can select a frame on the stage
• All objects in the scene are selected with CTRL+A
• In a hierarchy, you can also use the up and down arrows
Tip: To focus on an object, press F or double-click on an object in the hierarchy
When working with objects on the stage, the user can select objects through each other (if they are behind other objects
and are not visible to the user). To do this, you need to roughly imagine where the required object is located, and click
on this place. If there are other objects in front of the object, the nearest one will be selected first, then the next one,
and so on. If there are no more objects at the point on which the user clicks, then the closest object will be selected
again after the farthest one

Axis and Pivot switching
World/local axis switch
When the switch is in the “Local” position, the object rotates and moves about its own axis
When the switch is in the “World” position, the object rotates and moves about the xyz axes in the world coordinate
system
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Note: It is usually convenient to rotate an object about a local axis

Fulcrum switch
When the switch is in the “Fulcrum” position, the object rotates and moves around a certain point set by the developer
When the switch is in the “Center” position, the object rotates and moves around its geometric center

Note: It is usually convenient to rotate an object around a Fulcrum point
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Moving
You can move objects along the axis by dragging the handle. Or in a plane, to do this, pull the rhombus

If you move an object while holding CTRL, its position will change incrementally by 0.5 units
Rotating
You can rotate objects about an axis by dragging the colored circle. Or use free rotation, to do this, drag the white
circle

If you rotate an object while holding down CTRL, its rotation will change incrementally by 15 degrees
Scaling
You can scale objects about the axis by dragging the handle. Or proportionally, to do this, pull the central cube

If you scale an object while holding down CTRL, its scale will change incrementally by 0.05 units
Object binding
Snapping is useful when you need to place one object exactly relative to another. For example, place the object exactly
on the table or arrange the objects in a checkerboard pattern
Anchor to top
• Turn on the move object tool W
• Select an object and press V
• Without releasing V, select the desired vertex of the object. The selected vertex is marked with an orange square
• Hold the left mouse button over the selected vertex to move the object
• Move the object around the scene - it will snap to the nearest vertices
• Release when the result suits you

Snap to Plane
• Turn on the move object tool W
• Select the object and press CTRL+SHIFT
• Without releasing CTRL+SHIFT, an orange square will appear in the center of the object
• Hold the left mouse button over it to move the object
• Move the object around the scene - it will snap to the nearest planes
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• Release when the result suits you

Working with Hierarchy
Objects on the scene can be organized into a hierarchical structure for easy editing of the scene. Simply drag the
desired object with the mouse pointer
Objects are signed as follows: object_name (object_type)

When you select an object in the hierarchy, it will be selected on the stage. When selecting a parent object in the
hierarchy, it and all its descendants will be selected on the stage. Let’s call such an object composite

The following operations on compound objects are defined:
1. Moving
2. Rotation
3. Removing
4. Copying
5. Cutting out
6. Inserting
Note: The copied object is pasted to the same level as the selected object in the hierarchy

Important: Organizing objects into a hierarchy in edit mode has no effect on the behavior of objects in view mode

Local coordinates in object hierarchy
The coordinates of a child object within a hierarchy are set relative to the center of the parent object. It means that if
the coordinates of the child object along the three XYZ axes are equal to 0, then the object will be located in the center
of the parent object
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Lock Hierarchy in View Mode
To fix the hierarchy in view mode, you must set the appropriate checkbox in the parent object inspector. This setting
will apply to all descendants

Example
Let’s create a hierarchy of three colored cubes, as shown in the screenshot. At the parent, pink cube, check “fix
hierarchy in view mode”

After switching to view mode, it is possible to move only the parent object, while the children will follow it. Descendants cannot be moved separately. In this case, the physical properties for the entire group of objects will be calculated
as for one object.
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Object versioning
Versioning is useful when you need to test multiple versions of an object and still be able to easily revert to a previous
version. If there were no versions, then one would have to keep several objects with the same name on the hard disk
and each time overwrite the existing object in Varwin XRMS, or load several different objects and replace them on the
scene
The versioning window is opened by clicking on the button in the scene editor

A window will appear in front of the user with a list of objects that are on the stage and have more than one version in
the library

Object versioning window
• Object name input field - a field that allows the user to sort the list of all objects with two or more versions by
name
• Show only newer versions of objects - sorted by objects that have a newer version in the library
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Note: If the checkbox is cleared, then the list will show all objects from the scene that have more than one version in
the library
• Object - an icon, the name of the object with a brief but informative description, which indicates:
– The date the object version was created
– The date the object was added to the Varwin library
– Object GUID - a unique object number that is automatically assigned to it
– 1 more version - a button that allows you to directly select a different version for this object. If a
newer version is available, there will be a green “New” icon next to the button
– Update to latest version - automatically updates the object to the latest version
• Update all (N) to the latest version - automatically updates all objects to the latest version, where N is the
number of objects to be updated
Object version list window

A window that displays a list of all available versions of the selected object
• Object - icon, object name with description
• A list of object versions showing creation date, date added and GUID. The newest version has a corresponding
message. Opposite each of the versions there is a button that selects this version as the main one
• Button Back to list
Note: Before choosing a different version for an object, save the scene!
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Keyboard Shortcuts
Abbreviations:
• LMB - left mouse button
• RMB - right mouse button
• MCM - middle mouse button
Camera control

Action
Zoom
Move
Rotate
Flight
Focus on object
Rotate around the object

Keyboard Shortcut
Mouse wheel
MCM
RMB
RMB + W/A/S/D/Q/E
F*
ALT + LMB*

Alternative
ALT + RMB
LMB
ALT + LMB
Double click on an object in the hierarchy

Note: * To focus on an object, select it in the hierarchy and press F

Selecting objects
An object selected in the scene is selected in the hierarchy, and vice versa
Action
One object
Group of objects
Add to selection
Remove from selection
Move Selection
Expand selection
All objects

In scene
LMB
LMB*
CTRL
CTRL

CTRL + A

In hierarchy
LMB
SHIFT
CTRL
CTRL
up/down arrows
SHIFT + up/down arrows
CTRL + A

Note: * The selection of a group of objects is carried out by selecting a frame, like selecting several files in Windows
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Tools for working with objects

Action
Camera movement
Move object
Rotation
Scaling
Axis switching
Toggle rotation
Vertex magnetization
Snap planes

Keyboard Shortcut
Q
W*
E*
R*
X
Z
V
CTRL + SHIFT

Note: * When using tools with CTRL held down, the position will change discretely: move by 0.5 units, rotate by 15
degrees, scale by 0.05 units

General actions

Action
Save
Copy
Paste
Duplicate
Delete
Undo action
Repeat action
Call console
“Hand” tool
Rename object

Keyboard Shortcut
CTRL + S
CTRL + C
CTRL + V
CTRL + D
DEL
CTRL + Z
CTRL + Y
~
Q
F2

Blockly logic editor
Blockly is a visual programming language that does not require writing code. It allows you to create programs by
connecting visual blocks to each other according to their shape
The Blockly language is used to build the scene logic - the script - when working with Varwin XRMS. This allows
you to lower the threshold for mastering the Varwin XRMS and open its possibilities for users without programming
skills
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If the blocks fit together, then the program will work. However, logical errors are possible, which will be detected
during execution. The block that caused the error is highlighted
In addition, during the execution of the program in the view mode, the currently executing blocks are highlighted. This
makes it easier to see the progress of the logic in real time
Additional materials
For beginners, we suggest that you familiarize yourself with the Blockly editor interface in Varwin XRMS and also
study additional materials:
• Get to know how Blockly works with a playable tutorial
• Materials about Blockly in English
Getting to know the interface
To open the visual scene logic editor, go to the project page and click on the puzzle icon next to the scene
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The following window will open where:

1. Workspace
2. Block Library
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3. Blockly toolbar
Workspace
A logical structure of the scene - a script - is created in the workspace
Navigation in the editor
The Blockly editor supports the use of keyboard shortcuts:
Action
Save
Search
Select all blocks
Duplicate block
Cut Block
Copy Block
Paste Block
Zoom
Move

Keyboard Shortcut
Ctrl + S
Ctrl + F
Ctrl + A
Ctrl + D
Ctrl + X
Ctrl + C
Ctrl + V
MMB up
MMB down

Workspace controls

In order:
1. Expand editor to full screen
2. Focus on the center of the work area. The center is determined by existing blocks
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3. Zoom in on workspace
4. Zoom Out Workspace
5. Trash from which you can restore recently deleted blocks and groups of blocks
Search by objects

In the logic editor, there is a search for blocks by objects in the workspace located on the stage. To call it, you must
press the key combination Ctrl + F
1. Jump to the previous search result
2. Move to the next search result
3. Case-sensitive search - search results become dependent on the input of upper or lower case characters
Note: For example, if you want to find “block 1” and in the search write “Block 1” using case sensitivity, then you
will not find “block 1”
4. Search by words - the search occurs only for the entered words
Note: For example, if you want to search for “Player” and start spelling the word, the result will not be shown until
the word is entered completely
5. Close search box
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Block context menu

Right-clicking on a block opens the context menu of the block, allowing you to:
1. Duplicate Block
2. Add a comment to a block
3. Insert inside/outside

Note: This function changes only the visual display of the block
4. Collapse/expand block
5. Disable block
6. Delete block or group of blocks
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Block Library

The script is assembled from the blocks in the block library. All blocks are grouped into sections according to their
purpose: “Logic”, “Actions”, etc.
For objects located on the stage, in the “Objects” section, subsections are created according to the type of objects
Note: You can read more about block types in the corresponding article

Block search
Blocks are searched at the top of the block library. The search works for the names of blocks and objects from the
scene
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Blockly toolbar

The toolbar allows:
1. Apply Changes
2. Cancel changes
3. Switch to VR Scene Preview
4. Switch to scene preview on PC
5. Go to scene edit mode on PC
6. Open code (recommended for experienced programmer users)
Highlighting blocks in use
For the convenience of the user, a function was developed to highlight active blocks that are currently being executed
in the project. This is useful for debugging and identifying errors in a script
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In this example, two blocks are selected at once:
• An event block that reacts to the collision of objects on the stage. This happens because when the scene starts,
we animate the cube by moving it to the side where the sphere is. Therefore, it turns out that at the moment the
cube collides with another object, this block is triggered
• An event block that includes a construction of action blocks on three objects: a cone, a cube, and a sphere
Working with logic of deleted object
When deleting an object from the 3D scene, the user will see a message stating that this “Object is used in logic. Do
you want to delete it?”

If you delete such an object, then all the logic associated with this object will stop working and the blocks of this
object will become inactive

However, if you place a new object of the same type as the old one and name it the same, all related logic is reanimated
and will work correctly
Modules in Blockly
The module is an additional, for the main, workspace in which blocks are placed. They are created for the convenience
of implementing the code when the number of blocks becomes too much. Name the modules whatever you like. You
don’t have to worry about connecting modules and communicating with each other. All modules of one scene work as
a whole
Example
In the “Sci-fi test world” test project that comes with installation of Varwin XRMS, there are too many blocks for ease
of perception on one screen - you have to constantly scroll the page. The second block of code is easy to move into a
separate module. To do this, click on the icon for creating a new module
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Enter a name for the new module

Cut the second block (CTRL + X) from the main module and paste it into the new module (CTRL + V)
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Apply the changes. The project logic will work as usual
Note: You can rename and remove modules

Block Library
For beginners, we suggest that you study additional materials, as well as familiarize yourself with the Blockly editor
interface in Varwin XRMS. The library of blocks is organized into thematic sections
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The standard sections of Blockly include:
• Logics
• Actions
• Variables
• Events
• Objects
• Lists
• Loops
• Maths
• Text
• Functions
• Chains
• Accessories
• Color
Logic
Basic logical blocks
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Branch blocks
If condition* is true, perform the action

If condition* is true, perform an action, else perform another action
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Note: * Boolean condition - an expression, the result of which is “true” or “false”
You can modify these blocks by adding more conditions to them

Logic AND and OR

If at least one of the simple statements connected by the AND operation is false, then the compound statement will
also be false
If at least one of the simple statements connected by the OR operation is true, then the compound statement will also
be true
Comparison operations
Usually used with numbers. Equality operations can also be used on text
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You can only compare data of the same type (you can’t compare numbers and text)
True/False
Boolean variable

Logical NOT
The logical operation does NOT invert the statement behind it

For example, the following expression (however useless but cognitive) will return true
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Ternary conditional operation

A ternary operation can be defined as an operation that returns its second expression depending on the value of the
logical expression given by the first expression. The operation algorithm is as follows:
1. The boolean expression is evaluated
2. If the logical expression is true, then the value of expression expression 1 is evaluated; otherwise, the value of
expression expression 2 is evaluated
3. The computed value is returned
Note: Only one of the expressions is evaluated: expression 1 or expression 2. This corresponds to the principle of
lazy evaluation

Example

1. If both simple buttons are pressed, then change “color” to “blue”, otherwise - “red”
2. Set a simple light bulb to the color stored in the “color” variable
Which is equivalent to the following construction
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True with probability

Boolean variable whose truth will depend on the specified probability
Actions

Blocks of commands that cause certain actions of the system. They are common to all projects
1. Load project configuration is used when working with projects with many configurations, when it is necessary
to load a configuration other than the default “Default” configuration
2. Load Scene is used when working with projects with multiple scenes or to reload the current scene
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Variables

Blockly’s logic editor uses local and global variables just like regular programming. A variable is a named value that
can be retrieved and modified by referring to it by name
A variable, in simple words, is a container of data. You can put any value in it, such as a number, string, or other data
type. An even simpler example, imagine a regular box with a pear inside. The box is a variable containing data - a
pear
Note: An object is also a variable
An important advantage of using variables over using specific values is the elimination of the possibility of typos when
reused. They are created by the user and are not limited in number
Global variables
Global variables are variables that can be accessed from any part of the code. In the case of Blockly, global variables
can be accessed from any function, from any block in the workspace
To create a global variable, open the “Variables” block category. In a new project, this category contains only one
button, with which you can “Create a variable. . . ”. Click it and a modal window will open, where you will need
the name of the new variable. After that, three new blocks will appear in the same section - “Assign. . . ”, “Increase
by. . . ” and the created block for obtaining a variable
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For each variable block, three functions are available, which are called by clicking on the variable name in the block

• Select another variable - the variable block is just a wrapper for the variable. If necessary, the user can place
another variable in a particular block by selecting it from the drop-down list
• Rename - Change the name of a variable at the global level. Thus, each block that uses this variable will also
change, corresponding to the changes made
• Delete - deleting a variable. All blocks that use this variable are also removed
Example

This example shows the use of a variable as an array to collect a list of selected objects
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Local variables
Local variables are variables that are stored within their block (in which they are located) and work only with it. This
variables helps the user not to create a large number of variables that will not be needed after executing one function.
Also, to some extent, local variables save processing power on your computer. In Blockly, the direct use of local
variables is a bit limited. In Varwin XRMS, they are built into function and loop blocks and cannot be changed, nor
can they be created
Example 1

This example shows the “Object started collision” block of the “Events” category. This block has by default local
variables the first object and the second object with which the user cannot interact outside this block. In our case two
lists of objects are used. The role of local variables in this construction is to select those two objects from the lists that
will collide at a particular moment in time
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Example 2

In this logic, we use local variables as a check for the value “Element” variable. When the button is pressed, we
change the value “Element” variable to the number 1. When the button is pressed, to the number 2. In the “Value
Change” event block, we will build the logic in such a way that we compare the old and new values of the “Element”
variable. Thus, if the old value is greater than the new one, then the color of the cube will change to blue. Otherwise,
the color will change to red. Thus, local variables can act as useful helpers when building complex logic, BUT only
within their own block
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Events

This section contains events common to all objects. Blocks inside an event are executed immediately when the event
occurs. Event blocks can be used multiple times
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Object started/finished collision with. . .

An event that detects the intersection of two objects (object collision) and fulfills the condition it contains
The event has 2 input parameters and 2 local variables:
1. The main object that is the trigger
2. The target object to intersect with the main object
3. First object
4. Second object
Note: The local variables of the First object and the parameters of the Second object are immutable, but the user can
use them to insert them into the internal structure of this event as a variable. You can read more about local variables
in the corresponding article
This event has two states: Started and Finished:
• “Started” - a state that reacts to the beginning of the collision of two objects
• “Finished” - a state reacting to the moment when two objects finish the collision
Variable N has changed value

An event that checks if the value of the given variable has been changed. If the value is changed, then the blocks inside
the event are executed
Note: Old value and New value are immutable local variables, but the user can use them to insert them into the
internal structure of this event as a variable. You can read more about local variables in the corresponding article
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Scene preparation

A block that performs all actions within itself before starting the project. That is, until the block is executed, the user
will have a black loading screen
Note: The duration of the black screen depends on the complexity of the “Scene preparation”, but it usually doesn’t
take long

Execute chain at scene launch

The blocks inside this event are executed once at the moment the scene is loaded or the mode is changed to “preview”.
This block is convenient to use for the initial initialization of the state of objects in the scene, for example, enable a
button, which is disabled by default
Execute chain every N seconds

The content of this event will be executed for the interval specified in the input field until the project is shut down or
restarted
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When changing the view mode to VR/Desktop

This event reacts to switching the view mode of the project in VR or in Desktop
Usage example
Let’s consider an example of using two seemingly identical blocks, the “Preparing the scene” and “Start the chain
at the start of the scene” block. To some extent they are indeed the same, but what then is their difference? Let’s
look at an example. Let’s create a new project, go to the scene editor and place two cubes on the stage. For the sake of
distinction, we recolor them and name them

After, in the inspector, hide both of these cubes so that we can see the result of the logic execution
Note: You can read more about the 3D scene interface in the corresponding article
Let’s go to the logic editor. Create two events “Prepare scene” and “Run chain at scene start” and put “Activate
object” in it from “Objects” - “Any” category. Also, for clarity of the example, place before these two actions the
block “Wait for N seconds” from the “Chains” category and set the parameter to 5 seconds
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Save the logic and run the project

The result speaks for itself:
• The “Scene Preparation” block allows the user to hide all actions performed inside it behind a dark “Scene
Preparation” screen, thereby hiding from the user the execution of logical functions that he does not need to
see
• The “Run chain at scene start” block performs the same function, but is executed immediately when the scene
is loaded
When starting a project with extensive logic, if you initialize the execution of all functions in the “Run chain at scene
start” block, the project will hang for a short period of time at startup to initialize all variables, etc. When initializing
the functions in the “Scene preparation” block, the user will see a black screen with a designation and start the project
immediately after it disappears without any hangs. Therefore, the initialization of introductory functions and variables
is recommended to be placed in the preparation of the scene
Objects
For objects located on the stage, subsections with object-specific blocks are created in the “Objects” section
The subsection will be created if the object has mutable behavior defined
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Several objects of the same type with different names can be placed on the stage. Blocks will be created in one instance
with the ability to choose the name of a particular object

“Any” subsection contains blocks that are universal for all objects on the scene
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Lists
A set of blocks that allow you to work with lists. A list is a collection of variables of any type
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Creating lists
Create a variable to hold the list. By default, Varwin XRMS already has a “list” variable created
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Create an empty list

Creating a List from Items

You can edit the number of elements in this block

Creating a List of Identical Items

List operations
Gets, gets and remove, remove list item
Gets, gets and removes or simply removes an item at a specified list position

Assign value to element/insert element
Assigns a value to an element or inserts an element at the specified list position
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Get the length of the list

Checking if the list is empty
Returns “true” or “false”, so it is used with logical blocks

Find element
Returns the position number of the first/last occurrence of an element in a list. Returns 0 if the element is not found

Take Sublist
Returns a copy of the specified part of the list
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List of scene objects
Returns a list of all available objects in the scene

Loops
A set of blocks that allow you to set a set of actions with a predetermined number of repetitions, as well as for
bypassing lists

Iterative Loop
The simplest example of a loop is to repeat some action N times
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The loop with the counter will be executed while the variable i is less than 5. In this case, after each step, the variable
i will increase by 1

Such a loop is a more convenient notation for Conditional Loop
Loops with a counter are convenient for iterating over the elements of a list. In this example, each i-th element of the
list is assigned the value i
That is, the 1st element = 1, the 2nd = 2, etc.

Conditional Loop
The loop will run as long as the condition is true

Iterating over the elements of a list
In this example, each element of the list is assigned 1
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Loop exit
A block can only be used inside a loop. Usually, a loop exits when a certain condition is met
In the example, the loop exits at the moment when the loop counter i exceeds the length of the list list

Maths
A set of blocks that allow you to work with numbers
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Constants
In Varwin XRMS, constants come in two forms, regular digit and mathematical
Regular digit

A numeric constant block can be used as a field for entering the required numeric value
Mathematical constants
Mathematical constants are quantities whose value does not change
1. Archimedean constant (number Pi)
2. Napier’s constant
3. Golden ratio
4. Square root
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5. Square root of a half
6. Infinity

Arithmetic operations

Arithmetic operations can be performed with one or two operands. For example:
With one operand:
1. Square root
2. Module
3. A negative number
4. Logarithm
5. Decimal logarithm
6. Exponent e^
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7. The number 10 to the power of the specified number
With two operands:
1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Exponentiation
Trigonometric operations

Block containing the execution of trigonometric operations:
1. Sinus
2. Cosine
3. Tangent
4. Cotangent
5. Arcsine
6. Arccosine
7. Arctangent
Note: We remind you that ctg 𝛼 = 1 / tg 𝛼
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Boolean operations

Returns true or false, used with logic blocks. As true parameters can be used:
1. Even
2. Odd
3. Simple
4. Whole
5. Positive
6. Negative
7. Divided by
Rounding operations

Operations of rounding non-integer numbers to an integer. Among the available block parameters, there are functions:
1. Round up
1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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2. Round to the greater
3. Round to the lesser
Random numbers
Integer:

A block for generating a random integer whose range can be specified
Real:

Block for generating a random real number from 0 to 1
Remainder of dividing X by Y

A function to return the remainder after dividing two given numbers X and Y
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Group “Vectors”

A vector is a directed segment constructed from two points, one of which is considered the beginning and the other
the end. In Varwin XRMS, vectors are represented as a set of blocks that perform the following functions:
1. Vector description - to implement logic, use a block inside other blocks
2. Return component - returns the selected component of the specified vector
3. Return the result of addition or subtraction operations between two vectors
4. Return the result of multiplication or division operations between a vector and a number
5. Vector product - returns the vector product of two specified vectors
6. Scalar Product - returns the scalar product of the two specified vectors
7. Normalized vector - returns a normalized version of the specified vector
8. Distance from point XYZ to point XYZ - returns the straight-line distance between two specified vectors
9. Length of XYZ vector - returns the length of the specified vector
10. Rotate XYZ by angle XYZ - rotates the specified vector by an angle, specified as a vector
11. Cast XYZ to Local/World Coordinate System Relative to Object - Casts the vector to the selected coordinate
system relative to the specified object
Text
A set of blocks that allow you to work with text
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Plain text
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Multiline text

Cast to string
Creates text from a number, for example

Result

Create text from
Concatenates multiple lines. Numeric values will be automatically cast to the string
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Append text to line
Appends the specified text to another numeric or text value/character

Length
Returns the number of characters in a string. This example returns three characters

Check if string is empty
Returns “true” or “false”, so it is used with logical blocks

Convert text to
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Remove spaces

Take a letter in a text
Returns the letter at the specified position. #1 is the first element

Find text within text
Returns the position number of the first/last element of the occurrence of the first text in the second. Returns 0 if the
text is not found. #1 is the first element
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Take a substring
Returns the specified portion of text. #1 is the first element

Functions
A set of blocks that allow you to create and call functions. Functions are handy for structuring and reusing repetitive
logic

You can define functions with or without a return value
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You can define functions that accept parameters as input arguments

You can add a description to any function

Once you have defined a function, blocks will appear in the “Functions” section to call it
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A block for calling a function without parameters that does not return a value

A block for calling a function with parameters and a return value

Example
Let’s create a function that calculates the length of the hypotenuse. It will take the length of the legs as parameters
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Simple functions like this can be written shorter - move the hypotenuse calculation to “return”, and in the function
settings uncheck “Allow operators”

Function call

Chains
A set of blocks are functions that can pause or resume their execution while maintaining their state. You can exit the
chaining process at any time, and the next time you call this function, execution will continue from where you left off.
These blocks can be paused to allow other functions to do some work. They can not only be started and stopped, but
also paused and resumed
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1. Execute the chain constantly - upon reaching the end, the chain will not finish its execution, but will independently go to the beginning and will be restarted an infinite number of times
Note: This block is necessary to repeat the logical construction, since the blocks added to the workspace are executed
once, at the moment the block or block construction is called. You can read more about the block execution order in
the corresponding article
2. Execute without waiting - the execution of this block does not block the execution of the next block in the sequence
chain 3.Wait until N is true - blocks execution of the chain while the condition inside it is true
Note: As a condition, you can set any logical block
4. Wait for N seconds - after triggering, blocks the execution of the block chain for the specified number of seconds
Note: This block is an almost complete replacement for the complex construction of blocks using a timer, the
execution of which led to the execution of the following functions
5. Wait frame - this block is triggered when the next frame is rendered
6. Stop chain execution - the block stops the logic chain execution algorithm
7. Start the chain again - triggering this block causes the chain to start from the very beginning
Execution of sequential actions on an example
To understand how chains work, let’s create a small project
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1. Place three objects on the scene: a cube, a cone and a pyramid. Make the objects static

2. Go to the Blockly Logic Editor and create the following logic:

3. Run the project in preview mode on the PC. Each block of logic is executed only after the previous one has
been executed
4. Go to the Blockly logic editor and change all sequential actions to simultaneous:

5. Run the project in preview mode on the PC. All blocks of logic are executed simultaneously
6. Switch to scene editing mode on PC
1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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7. Add a simple button below each object

8. Go to the Blockly logic editor and change back from simultaneous to sequential
9. Add the following logic:

10. Run the project in preview mode on the PC. Wait until the execution of successive actions is completed - all
objects will change color
11. Click on the button below the cube. The cube will **move**along the y-axis until the button is released. To
verify this, press the button again
12. Click on the button below the cone. The cone will be scaled along the given axis. Approach the pyramid and
press the button below it - nothing happened, the cone continues to scale. This is because the sequential zoom
action has not completed. To do this, press the button under the cone
13. Now press the button below the pyramid. The pyramid began to rotate around a given axis and the sequential
action will end only after the button is released
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Auxiliary
A set of blocks that provides the user with auxiliary functionality

1. Output message/warning/error to console text - a block, the execution of which displays the specified text in
the console (~) in the appropriate category
Note: You can read more about the work of the developer console and how to call it in the corresponding article
2. An embedded commenting block is a block with an explanatory comment that can be embedded in a logical
chain
3. Commenting block - a block with an explanatory comment that can be placed in any part of the Blockly
workspace
Note: These comments are not displayed in the source code of the project logic!

Color
A set of blocks that allow you to work with the colors of objects. There are two blocks in the category:
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Color

Variable block containing color parameters in HEXA, RGBA, HSLA format. When you click on the color window, a
palette will open where the user can set the value of the color parameters in the previously specified formats or simply
select a color by specifying it on the palette
RGBA color

A box for entering color values in RGBA format, where R is red, G is green, B is blue, and A is alpha transparency
setting
Note: The values of this block are entered from 0 to 1, where 0 is the color completely absent, and 1 is completely
present in the color mix
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Block execution order

Description of blocks
Blocks added to the workspace are executed once, at the time the block or block construction is called. To loop or
repeat execution N number of times, you must place a block or construct in the appropriate block from the “Chains”
section
The block execution logic is executed sequentially, starting with the “Preparing the scene” block, which performs all
actions within itself before the start of the project
Next, if you want to make presets for the project, place the “Run chain at scene start” block in the editor. For
example, enable or disable gravity for the player

Note: Both of these blocks are in the :ref:‘”Events”<blockly-events>‘block category
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Logic Execution Order
Blockly blocks have a number of events that execute in a predetermined order as the logic executes. This execution
order is described below:

Scene preparation
Initialization of objects on the stage - loading and placing objects on the stage
Initialization of object events - subscription to events of objects used in logic
Scene start
Execution of blocks located in the “Start the chain at the start of the scene” and free blocks
Game logic
Execution of parallel chains, event handling
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Examples
Example 1

• The first block will be executed once when the scene is loaded
• The second block will also be executed once, since it is not burdened with any condition for execution and it
will also be executed at the moment of scene initialization
Example 2
Consider an example with a robot

In this case, the logic of the “Execute without waiting” blocks from the “Chains” section is used. If the blocks are
connected in one logical chain, then their execution will be parallel, that is, each of the actions will be performed
without waiting for the completion of the previous one, and so on for each block in the structure
Attention: Only one action block can be placed in the “Execute without waiting” block!
In logic, the robot is given:
• Rotate around the Z axis at 500 degrees per second
• Move in the direction of the X axis at a speed of 1 meter per second
These two actions are in the same construct, each of which is placed in “execute without waiting”, so they will be
executed in parallel

1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Standard objects in the Varwin library
Varwin XRMS comes with a library of standard objects that allow you to quickly start developing VR applications and
familiarize yourself with the main features of the platform. Also included with Varwin XRMS are some simple test
projects that illustrate the use of basic objects
The Varwin standard object library starts with a button and light bulb display. In this tutorial, we’ll figure out how to
use these objects using the Sci-fi test world project as an example

This is how the project looks when you start the preview/view mode
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When you open the logic editor, you will see the predefined logic for this scene

Briefly about objects
The simple display allows you to display simple text
A simple button can be in two states - “pressed” and “released”
A simple light bulb can be on or off, and it can also be white, blue, or red
1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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The states of most objects are set in the logic editor. However, some objects (for example, a simple button or zone) can
change their state in response to user actions in view mode. The rest of the logic is usually built around these objects
Parsing logic
At the time of initialization
This block is executed once when the scene starts. In it, you can set the initial state for objects

In this case, the simple display is given the text “Push buttons!”
Button press
There are two ways to find out if the button was pressed - using an event or an “if” block
The Event (purple) will be called automatically when the user clicks on the button. The “If” block (blue) will
constantly check if the button is pressed
Note: The simple button does not release automatically, but stays pressed
In these two blocks, “ ” is the object type (there are two simple buttons on the scene) and “left” is the name of the
specific button (on which the action needs to be performed)
Events vs If

The “Events” and “If” blocks in Varwin 0.16 are now executed once (unless “wrapped” in something else), as opposed
to earlier versions, where every block in a workspace was executed every second
Using events
For left button the logic is set with events
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This construction says the following: If the left button is pressed, it will turn all three lights on and display the text
“Lights are on!”. If the left button is released, it will turn all three lights off and display “Lights are off!!”
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The right button design says the following: If the right button is pressed, set the left and right bulbs to blue and the
center bulb to red. If the right button is released, set all three bulbs to white
Object behaviors
A set of behavior blocks that work with Varwin objects. A separate section is dedicated to their description
Block groups
The following standard behaviors are common to geometric primitives, text, and some other Varwin objects. In the
description of each object, references are given to the behaviors that are defined for it
• Moving
• Rotating
• Scaling
• Interacting
• Visualisating
• Physics
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The presence of behavior allows you to change the object properties in the inspector and in the logic editor, as well as
to perform various actions on the object in the logic editor
Moving
A set of universal blocks, working with the Varwin objects motion setup. You can adjust the object’s position both in
the 3D scene editing mode and in the Blockly logic editor
Inspector

In the scene settings, in the inspector, you can set the position of the object along three axes: X, Y and Z
Note: You can learn more about the 3D editor’s interface in the article Getting to know the interface

Blockly
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Actions

1. Set position X: Y: Z: - instantly moves the specified object to the position set using coordinates in world space
Move by coordinates
2. Move instantly to the center of the object N - instantly moves the specified object by the coordinates of the
second object
3. Move in the direction of the X/Y/Z axis at N m/s - starts the process of moving the specified object in the
direction of the selected axis with the specified speed
4. Move in the direction of the X/Y/Z axis at a distance of N m with a speed of M m/s - starts the process of moving
the specified object in the direction of the selected axis for the specified distance with the specified speed
5. Move in the direction of the X/Y/Z axis for N s at a speed of M m/s - starts the process of moving the specified
object in the direction of the selected axis for the specified time at the specified speed
6. Move to object N with speed M m/s - starts the process of moving the specified object in the direction of the
second object with the specified speed
7. Move to X: Y: Z: coordinates at a speed of N m/s - starts the process of moving the specified object in the
direction of the specified coordinates at the specified speed. The movement continues until the object reaches
the coordinates
8. Moves along the route List with speed N - starts the process of moving the specified object along the route with
the specified speed. A route is a list of objects or coordinates in the world space, defined by vectors ‘Move
along the route‘_
Note: The movement continues until it is stopped by the end of movement block To change the direction of the
movement, use a negative velocity value
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9. Close/stop/continue any movement - blocks controlling object movement:
• End - block parameter, which completes any object movement
• Suspend - block parameter, which stops object movement
• Continue - block parameter that resumes object movement, which was paused by the Pause block
Variables

1. Object is moving at the moment - returns “true” if the specified object is moving at the moment. Otherwise it
returns “false”.
2. Set Object minimum stopping distance in front of the target object N m. - sets the minimum distance between
the set and target objects so that the movement to it is considered complete. It calculates the distance between
the centers of the objects, so using a value of 0 is not recommended
3. Set Object face when moving = X: Y: Z: - sets the side the object will face when moving
Note: Value for setting the object to move “face forward”: (x: 0; y: 0; z: 1)
4. Get from Object position along axis X/Y/Z - returns the position of the specified object along the selected axis
in world coordinates
5. Get from Object position - returns the position of the specified object in world coordinates as a vector [X; Y;
Z].
6. Execute Object object distance - returns the straight line distance from the specified object to the second object
1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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7. Execute Object object distance to object - returns straight line distance from specified object to world coordinates, specified using vector
Note: The distance is returned in meters as a real number
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Events

1. Completed any move for Object - event is triggered when specified object completes any move
Note: The movement is considered completed if the object has reached the target position, or if the movement has
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been stopped by the corresponding block
2. Completed move to target object for Object - the event is triggered when the specified object completes move
to the target object
3. Completed movement to target coordinates for Object - event is triggered when specified object completes
movement to target coordinates
4. Reached a waypoint for Object - event is triggered when the specified object moving along the route reaches
the next waypoint
Examples of use
Move by coordinates
Move by coordinates - the function allows you to move an object by specifying for it the necessary global coordinates
in the scene space. Detailed information about the position of objects in the scene and their coordinates
Note: Specifying coordinates in the Blockly editor is equivalent to specifying them in the scene editor in the inspector
in the object parameter “Position”

Moving along the route
Moving along the route is the creation of a list of objects, which will be the points of the created route for your object
Note: to create a route you usually use the standard point object, because it is not visible in playback mode

Obtaining object data
Let’s look at an example of how some of the blocks in section “Variables” work
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To implement the example, we will use a chain whose update is performed all the time. Let’s put a logical condition
inside it, which will be executed if the cube is stationary. If the cube is static, then the values of three parameters will
be passed to the “Text” object:
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• Returns object coordinates along the X axis
• Return coordinates of an object on all three axes X, Y, Z
• Return the distance from one object to another, in our case it is a cube and a player
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Rotation
A set of universal blocks that work with Varwin object rotations. You can set up object rotation both in the 3D scene
editing mode and in the Blockly logic editor
Inspector

In the scene settings, in the inspector, you can set the rotation of the object on three axes: X, Y and Z
Note: You can learn more about the 3D editor’s interface in the article “Getting to know the interface”

Blockly
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Actions

1. Set rotation X: Y: Z: - instantly sets the rotation of the specified object in degrees on three axes. Rotation is
counted relative to world coordinates. Rotation by coordinates
2. Momentarily rotate by N degrees along the X/Y/Z axis - instantly rotates the object by the specified angle along
the selected axis
3. instantly rotate to Object - instantly rotates the object to another selected object
4. Instantly rotate as Object - instantly rotates the object to another selected object
5. Rotate around the X/Y/Z axis at N degrees/sec. - starts rotation of the specified object around the selected local
axis with the specified speed
6. Rotate around the X/Y/Z axis for N sec. at a speed of M degrees/sec. - starts rotation of the object around the
selected axis for a specified time with a specified speed
7. Rotate around the X/Y/Z axis of the object N with speed M degrees/sec. - triggers the rotation of the object
around the selected axis of another object with a specified speed
8. Rotate to object Object with speed N degrees/sec. - triggers object rotation towards another selected object with
a specified speed
9. Rotate the same way as Object with speed N degrees/sec. - triggers object rotation according to parameters of
another selected object with the specified speed
10. Rotate to an angle X: Y: Z: with a speed of N degrees/sec. - starts rotation of the object to an angle in world
coordinates specified by a vector with angles on each of the axes within 0-360 degrees
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Note: The turn will be made along the shortest path
11. Rotate around the X/Y/Z axis by N degrees at M degrees/sec. - starts rotation of the object around the selected
local axis with a specified speed. Use negative values of velocity to change the direction of rotation
Note: The movement continues until it is stopped by the end of movement block.

Note: To change the direction of movement, use negative velocity values
12. Stop/stop/continue any rotation - blocks controlling the rotation of the object:
• End - block parameter that ends any rotation of the object
• Suspend - block parameter which stops rotation of the object
• Continue - block parameter that resumes rotation of the object that was paused by the Pause block
Variables

1. Object is rotating at the moment - returns “true” if the specified object is rotating at the moment. Otherwise it
returns “false”
2. Get rotation angle along X/Y/Z axis from Object - returns the rotation angle of the specified object along the
selected axis in world coordinates
3. Get rotation from Object - returns the rotation of the object in world coordinates as a vector
4. Execute Object rotation angle along X/Y/Z axis relative to object N - returns object rotation angle relative to
another object along selected axis
5. Execute Object rotation relative to object N - returns object rotation relative to another object as a vector
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Events

1. Completed any rotation for Object - the event is triggered when the specified object completes any rotation.
Rotation is considered completed if the object has reached the rotation to the target point, or if the rotation was
stopped by the corresponding block
2. Finished rotation to target object/turned as target object for Object - event is triggered when the object
completes rotation to the target object or when the object completes rotation as a target object
3. Completed turn to target rotation for Object - event is triggered when object completes the turn to target rotation
Examples of use
Rotation by coordinates
Rotation by coordinates is a function that allows you to rotate an object by specifying its rotation angle in the scene
space. More information about the position and coordinates of the objects on the stage
Note: Specifying rotation angles in the Blockly editor is equivalent to specifying them in the scene editor in the
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inspector in the object parameter “Rotation”

Obtaining object data
Let’s look at an example of how some of the blocks in section “Variables” work

To implement the example, we will use a chain whose update is performed all the time. Let’s put a logical condition
inside it, which will be fulfilled if the cube doesn’t rotate. If the condition is true, the values of four parameters will
be passed to the “Text” object:
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• Returns the rotation angle of the object along the X axis
• Return the rotation angle of the object along all three axes X, Y, Z
• Return the rotation angle along the Y axis relative to the specified object, in our case it is the object “Player”
• Returns the rotation angle along all three axes X, Y, Z relative to the specified object, in our case it is the object
“Player”
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Scaling
A set of universal blocks that work with resizing Varwin objects. You can adjust the size of the object both in the 3D
scene editing mode and in the Blockly logic editor
Inspector

In the scene settings, in the inspector, you can set the size of the object in three axes: X, Y and Z
Note: Read more about the 3D editor interface in the article “Getting to know the interface”

Blockly
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Actions

1. Set scale X: Y: Z: - instantly sets the scale of the specified object
2. Scale to X: Y: Z: for N sec. - scales the object to the specified values within the specified time. The change is
relative to the current (at the moment of block actuation) scale of the object
Note: Specifying three axes for scaling in the Blockly editor is equivalent to specifying them in the scene editor in
the inspector in the object parameter “Scale”
3. Scale to N times for M sec. - scales the object by the specified number of times during the specified time. The
change is relative to the current (at the moment of block actuation) scale of the object
4. Close/stop/continue any scaling - blocks controlling object scaling:
• Finish - block parameter that finishes any scaling of the object
• Suspend - block parameter, which suspends object scaling
• Continue - block parameter that resumes object scaling, which was paused by the Pause block
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Variables

1. Object is scaled at the moment - returns “true” if the object is scaled at the moment. Otherwise it returns
“false”
2. Get scale by Object on axis X/Y/Z - returns the scale of the specified object along the chosen axis in world
coordinates
3. Get from Object scale - returns the scale of the specified object in world coordinates as a vector
Events

1. Completed any scaling for Object - the event is triggered when the specified object completes any scaling.
Scaling is considered completed if the object reached the target scale or if the scaling was stopped by the
corresponding block. The object, for which the event was triggered, is passed to the parameter
Examples of use
Obtaining object data
Let’s see an example of how some of the blocks in section “Variables” work
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To implement the example, we will use a chain whose update is performed all the time. Let’s put a logical condition
inside it, which will be fulfilled if the cube is not scaled. If the condition is true, the values of two parameters will be
passed to the “Text” object:

• Returns the scale of the object along the X axis
• Returns the object scale on all three axes X, Y, Z
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Interactivity
A set of universal blocks, working with the interactivity of Varwin objects and interaction with them. Object interactivity can be configured both in the 3D scene editing mode and in the Blockly logic editor
Inspector

• Can teleport - the parameter that defines the player’s ability to move to the surface of the object with the help of
teleportation mechanics in VR, or the player can walk on the object using the keys in the Desktop view mode
• Can be taken in hand - parameter that defines the player’s ability to take the object in his hand
• Can be used - parameter that allows the player to interact with the object using the usage mechanics. The player
will be able to use this object by pressing the “USE” button on the controller
• Can touch - the parameter that allows the player to interact with the object using the touch mechanics. At the
moment of touching a blue outline appears on the object
Blockly
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Variables

1. Object is in player’s hand - returns true if the object is in his hand at the moment. Otherwise it returns false.
2. Object is used by player - returns true if the specified object is used by player at the moment. Otherwise it
returns false.
3. Object touches player’s hand - returns true if the object is touched at the moment. Otherwise it returns false
4. Set to can/no teleport on object - sets whether the player can teleport or walk on the object
5. Object may/may not be taken in hand - sets whether the player can take the object in his hands
6. Object may/unmay not be used - determines if the player can interact with the object using the mechanics of
using it (clicking on the object)
7. Object may/don’t*touch - specifies whether the player can interact with the object using touch mechanics
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Events

1. object gained/handed out - the event is triggered when the player takes the specified object in his hand. The
parameters include the object and the hand it was taken with
2. Object started/stopped being used - the event is triggered when the player starts interacting with the specified
object using the usage mechanics. The parameters include the specified object and the hand that was used to
interact with it
3. Object touched/stopped touching - the event is triggered when the object is touched and vice versa, when the
object stopped being touched. The interaction object is passed to the event parameters
Visualization
A set of universal blocks working with Varwin object rendering. You can set up object rendering both in the 3D scene
editing mode and in the Blockly logic editor
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Inspector

• Texture - an image resource that can be superimposed on top of the main image, if necessary
• Color - change the color tone of the image

• Shadow cast - a parameter that sets the object to cast a shadow if there is a light source on the scene. There are 4 types of c
– Disabled - turns off casting shadows on the object
– Enabled - enables casting of a shadow by an object in the standard sense of the effect, i.e. it is cast
aside from the light source
– Bilateral - means that one-sided objects, such as a plane or a quadrilateral, can cast shadows even if
the light source is behind the object.
– Shadows only - switches off rendering of the image itself and leaves only the shadows that are cast
• Display shadows of other objects - display shadows cast by other objects on the object “Image”
• Display unlit material - turns on the parameter to exclude the image from the illumination
• Metallicity - makes the object’s surface look like a metallic sheen. The parameter’s values are set from 0 to 2
• Smoothness - makes the surface of the object more reflective. The parameter’s values can be set from 0 to 1
• Tiling texture - increases the amount of repetition of the image, in the limits of the objects:
– along X - along the horizontal X axis
– along Y - along vertical Y axis
• Texture displacement - shifts the texture, moving the displaced fragment to the beginning of the texture.
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– along the X axis - along the horizontal X axis
– along Y - along the vertical Y axis
Blockly
Actions

1. Finish/Pause/Resume color change - controls any color change. A paused color change can be continued with
the corresponding block
2. Object change color to Color for N sec. - triggers object color change to the selected one for the specified time.
If you use the block with an object that has textures, the block will give it the selected shade
3. Object change color - instantly changes the color of the object to the selected one. When you use the block with
an object that has textures, the block will give it the selected shade
Variables

1. Object is currently changing color - returns “true” if the specified object is currently changing color. Otherwise
it returns “false”
2. Get color from Object - returns color of the specified object as a color block
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Physics
A set of universal blocks that work with the physical properties of Varwin objects. You can configure the physics of
the object both in the 3D scene editing mode and in the Blockly logic editor
Inspector

• Mass - the parameter sets the mass of the object and affects the speed of its fall
Note: If two objects with different masses collide with each other, the heavier object will be the squeezing one
• Springiness - adjusts the effect of an object bouncing off the surface as it falls. The bounce force also depends
on its mass
Note: The bounds of these two parameters must be in the range from 0 to 1, and they can be set as non-integer
numbers with an unlimited number after the decimal point
• Gravity - a parameter that sets the object to be able to use the gravity rules
• Static - a rule that forbids the user to physically affect the object
• Obstacle - the parameter that enables the object’s colliders. If they are enabled, the user will not be able to pass
through the object
Note: * Colliders determine the shape of an object for physical collisions

Blockly
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Actions

1. Execute Object to apply force of magnitude N in direction X: Y: Z: relative to Object/World - instantly applies
force to object in direction of specified vector in local or world coordinate system
2. Execute Object to apply force of magnitude N in the direction X: Y: Z: during M relative to Object 2 - applies
force to the object in the direction of the specified vector in the local or world coordinate system for the specified
time
3. Stop/stop/continue action of any force - controls the action of any force on the object. Suspended force action
can be resumed with the “Continue” block
Variables

1.

1. Object is subject to force at the moment - returns “true” if force is applied to the specified object at the
moment. Otherwise, it returns “false”.

2. Get from Object the value of physical property mass/springness/acceleration/velocity/angle speed - returns
the value of selected physical property of the object
3. Set Object value of physical property mass/springiness/acceleration/velocity/velocity/angle speed = N - sets
the value of one of the object’s physical properties
4. Set Object physical property subordinate/unsubordinate to gravity - sets whether gravity affects the object
5. Set Object physical property Object static/non-static - defines if the specified object is static. If the object is
static, no physical forces affect it
6. Set Object physical property Object is/isn’t an obstacle - specifies whether the specified object is an obstacle
for the player and other objects
1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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Events

1. object Started/finished collision with Object/object list - the event is triggered when the specified object started
a collision with another object. The parameters include the specified object and the object, with which the
collision started, or the list of all objects of the scene
2. Object Inside/outside of the target object for Object - the event is triggered when the specified object has
entered or left another object. The parameters include the specified object and the object that the specified
object got in or out of
3. Force stopped acting on the object for Object - event is triggered when any physical force starts to act on the
object. The specified object is passed to the parameter
Player
The “Player” object is an object that represents the user in the scene. The player appears at the location of the
“Default Player Appearance Point” object. This object can be moved on all three axes, and rotated on the Y axis,
but cannot be scaled or rotated on the Z and X axes
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Note: A more detailed description of the object can be found in the article player spawnpoint

Player moving

1. Teleportation allowed/forbidden - the block that allows or forbids the player to use teleportation through the
scene
2. Move with WASD keys in Desktop mode = allowed/forbidden - the block that allows to set the limitation of
the player on the scene with the WASD keys in Desktop mode
3. Return to the starting position - action that returns the player to the point of appearance
4. Teleport to object N - calling this block will teleport the player to the specified object
5. Teleport to X, Y, Z - calling this block teleports the player to the specified coordinates
6. Move to object N with speed M - the block moves the player to the specified object with the specified speed
7. Move to N coordinates at speed M m/s - the block that moves the player to the coordinates that the player can
specify with the coordinates block in the math, or to a specified object. In addition to the destination, in the
block you must specify the speed of the player’s movement
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Player Rotation

1. Instant horizontal rotation - a block, the execution of which instantly turns the player in the horizontal plane
(along the Y axis) in accordance with the specified rotation degree
2. Set pivot in coordinates - a block, which rotates the player along the corresponding axes, specified in the block
3. Instantaneous rotate to/from object - a block that allows the player to instantly rotate towards an object, or in
its direction
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Interaction with objects

1. Set interaction with objects = allowed/forbidden - the main function in this category that allows you to set
permission or prohibition for the player to interact with all objects in the scene
2. Hand Collision - an event that reacts in VR mode to the collision of the player’s hand
3. The player is holding in the “right/left” hand “Object” - a logical block that transmits a true or false value,
depending on whether the selected object is in the left or right hand of the user at the moment

• Force take / release object - the ability to forcefully attach and detach an object from the player. To do this, in
the scene editor place the object with which the user wants to interact. More information about the placement
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of objects on the stage
Let’s look at these logical actions one by one:
1. The first function allows you to attach an object to the player. To do this, the first field specifies
directly the player. In the second field, the user can select an object from a list already on the
stage. And the third field, the field indicating to which hand, right or left, the object should be
attached
2. The second function is similar, except for the field with the object that must be released from the
hand
Control boxes for wand beam appearance in VR

The Controller Pointer Beam is a beam emanating from the controller that the user sees in VR mode, helping the
user better “aim “ at objects in the scene in the running project. The beam can be customized based on your needs,
viz:
1. Setting the length of the wand’s beam, a parameter that affects both the visual part of the beam and the functional
part. So, if the user sets the length parameter to 0, he won’t be able to interact with objects because there will
be no beam
Note: If the block is not used in the logic of the project, the default beam length is 1.5 meters
2. The width of the wand’s beam is a beam parameter that adjusts, depending on the option chosen, either the start
width or the end width. To set the start and end beam widths at the same time, bring up two blocks, with the
start width in the first block and the end width in the second block. The parameter is specified in meters
3. Hide beam when teleportation is disabled - the parameter that hides the teleportation beam if the rule prohibiting
the player to teleport is set
4. The wand beam color is a parameter that sets either the starting color of the beam or the ending color. To set the
color, click on the color in the block and specify the color either in HEXA/RGBA/HSLA formats or in a palette.
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More about working with color
Obtaining the position and rotation of the player’s view angle

These two functions return the position and rotation positions of the player’s head, respectively, as vector data in world
coordinates
Other player settings

1. Vibrate with settings for left/right hand with force N, duration M, interval L - parameter that works only in VR
mode, setting vibration with the parameters specified in the block
2. Vibrate for left/right hand with intensity slightly/strongly - setting the vibration intensity for right or left hand
3. Player subordinate/not subordinate to gravity - the parameter that sets the possibility for the player to use the
physical properties of gravity, for example, to jump (default Space) or fall, if the player has no floor from the
floor of his feet. If gravity is disabled, the rules will not apply
Geometric primitives
• Point
• Plane
• Cube
• Sphere
• Cone
• Pyramid
• Cylinder
• Hexagon
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Geometric primitives have the following behaviors:
• Move
• Rotate
• Scale
• Interactivity
• Visualization
• Physics
What is a point - mathematical point or empty object is invisible in view mode. Can be used as a parent object for
easy work with hierarchy. It’s also convenient to set path when navigating a route by creating a list of points and
passing it as a route
Note: For every geometric object, except the point, you can set visualization parameters, more details about which
you can read in the related article

Example
Consider an example of using primitives to create a route to move from object to object, i.e. by route
1. Place on the 3D scene several of any objects that are in your object library
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Note: Important, only Varwin objects are suitable for setting a route!
In our example, place a cube, a cylinder, a pyramid, a hexagon, a sphere, and a point

2. Save the scene and go to the logic editor. Let’s create a simple logic like this:

2.1 Let’s mark the block “Start the chain when the scene starts” from the category “Events” to initialize events
1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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when the scene starts
2.2. Create a variable “Route” in the category “Variables”
2.3. Assign the created variable to create a list, block “Create a list from. . . ” from the category “Lists”
2.4. Let’s add to the list those objects that are located on the scene, except the movable object, in our case it will be the
“Sphere” object. The variables of these objects can be found in the category “Objects” in the header of each required
object. They will act as waypoints for the sphere
Note: In practice, it is common to use points as waypoints for ease of perception
2.5. From the category “Chains” move the “Execute chain permanently” block. Using this block will execute this
chain of actions all the time, starting over when it reaches its end
2.6. Place the “Wait for N seconds” block from the category “” and set any value you like. This will help you track
the beginning and end of the chain
2.7. From the category “Objects”, find a movable object, in our case it is a sphere, and from its category “Move”
pull out the block “Execute “Sphere” to move along the route N with the speed M”. As parameter N set variable
“Route” from block category “Variables”. And as a parameter M set any suitable speed of movement
2.8. Place a block “Execute Sphere” stop action of any force” in the chain to eliminate the effect of collision with
the last object. Using this block does not affect the physics of the Sphere object, so it will not stop moving
3. Verify that the logic you built is correct by saving your changes to the Blockly editor and running the project

Thus, with a few objects you can easily build any, complex or simple route with an unlimited number of points, moving
objects in any direction!
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Text

In addition to the text-specific behavior, there are standard behaviors defined for the “Text” object:
• Moving
• Interactivity
• Scaling
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Text properties in the inspector

The following blocks are defined for the text. For all blocks “set” there are paired blocks “get” defined. You can
change the panel image only in the inspector. You can change the alignment and text indentation only in the logic
editor
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Blockly
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Configuring the text panel

1. Set render order - the parameter that determines which panel will be rendered in turn relative to the other objects.
Specify 1 to display the panel ahead of the other objects in the scene
2. Set Panel Color - the parameter that sets the color of the text panel. To set the color, click on the color in the
block and specify the color either in HEXA/RGBA/HSLA formats or in the palette. More information about
working with color
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Text setting

1. Set text - the block that sets the default text in the panel
2. Text color - the parameter that sets the color of the text. To set the color, click on the color in the block and
specify the color either in HEXA/RGBA/HSLA formats or in the palette. More about working with color
Customizing the appearance of fonts
Standard Fonts

1. Set Font - the option that defines the writing font for the selected text panel. Among the available fonts:
• Ubuntu.
• PT Serif
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• Roboto Mono
• Badscript
Parallel use of font size block

2. Set Maximum/Minimum Font Size - the block that allows you to set the maximum or minimum text size in the
text panel respectively. The block can be used in parallel to set both minimum and maximum allowable text size
Font style blocks

3. Font style - a set of blocks that allow you to apply different stylistic features to the text, namely:
• Set bold font style - the block, in which when selecting the truth, the bold style of text writing is
applied, while when selecting the false value, the bold style is not applied
• Set an italic font style
• Set an underline font style
• Set cursive font style
• Set strikethrough font style
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Text alignment

Text alignment - two vertical and horizontal alignment blocks that allow you to change the position of text on the text
panel
1. Vertical alignment - allows you to align the text along the horizontal axis. Alignment options include:
• Left edge
• Right edge
• Middle
• Fill in the middle
2. Horizontal alignment - allows you to align the text along the vertical axis. Among the alignment options there
are:
• By top edge
• Bottom edge
• Middle
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Maintaining text proportions

A block that allows you to preserve the proportions of the text when scaling the text panel, or on the contrary ignore it
Text indent

The block that allows you to set fixed text indentation from the edges of the text panel. In the settings of the block it
is possible to set the indents from all four sides of the panel
Light sources
There are three types of light sources in the Varwin library:
• Spot light
• Direct light
• Point light
• No light
All light sources are visible in the editor, but invisible in preview mode
Setting in the inspector
In the settings of the inspector, for all light sources the same parameters are set to change
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1. Color - set the color of the outgoing light
2. Distance - the distance to which the light can travel at most
3. intensity - sets the density of the incident light on a surface
4. Shadows type - Parameter that affects the shadows of objects within the light range of this source. Among the
available parameters of this block there are available:
• No shadows - Objects do not cast shadows
• Hard shadows - Objects cast clear shadows
• Soft shadows - The objects cast more blurred shadows than hard shadows
5. Shadow strength - sets the intensity of shadows cast by objects
There is an additional setting in the Inspector for the floodlight, which regulates the angle of illumination by the given
light source

Spotlight
The floodlight source shines, respectively, like a spotlight
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Behaviors are defined for floodlighting:
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1. Spotlight angle - angle of light propagation from the spotlight
2. Range of light - the distance over which light can spread to a maximum extent
3. light intensity - sets the density of the incident light on a surface
4. Shadow intensity - sets the intensity of casting shadows from objects
5. Glow Color - sets the color of the outgoing light. To set the color, click on the color in the block and specify the
color either in HEXA/RGBA/HSLA formats or in the palette. More about working with color
6. Type of shadows - Parameter that affects the shadows of objects that are in the range of the light from this source.
Among the available parameters of this block are available:
• No shadows - Objects do not cast shadows
• Hard shadows - Objects cast clear shadows
• Soft shadows - The objects cast more blurred shadows than hard shadows
Example of usage
In the standard project “Flying bot world” place a spotlight over the robot’s head
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In the logic editor, assemble the following diagram. Note that in the last block the light is given a constant rotation
along the Y-axis

Apply logic and run the project

Directional light
Directional light is a global light source, you can position it on stage like the sun. Its position and scale don’t matter,
only its rotation - you can place it under the ground. It determines where the light will fall from
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Note: If the scene template already has a global light source, setting this will not affect the lighting
Behaviors are defined for directional light:
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1. light intensity - sets the density of incident light on a surface
2. shadow intensity - sets the intensity of casting shadows from objects
3. Glow Color - sets the color of the outgoing light. To set the color, click on the color in the block and specify the
color either in HEXA/RGBA/HSLA formats or in the palette. More about working with color
4. type of shadows - Parameter that affects the shadows of objects in the light range of this source. Among the
available parameters of this block are available:
• No shadows - Objects do not cast shadows
• Hard shadows - Objects cast clear shadows
• Soft shadows - Objects cast more blurred shadows than hard shadows
Spotlight
The point light, unlike the previous ones, shines in all directions at once - no matter what rotation you set it to
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Behaviors are defined for point light:
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1. Range of light - the distance over which light can travel at most
2. light intensity - sets the density of light falling on a surface
3. Shadow intensity - sets the intensity of shadows cast by objects
4. Glow Color - sets the color of the outgoing light. To set the color, click on the color in the block and specify the
color either in HEXA/RGBA/HSLA formats or in the palette. More about working with color
5. Type of shadows - Parameter that affects the shadows of the objects that are in the range of the light from this
source. Among the available parameters of this block are available:
• No shadows - Objects do not cast shadows
• Hard shadows - Objects cast clear shadows
• Soft shadows - Objects cast more blurred shadows than hard shadows
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Lack of light

Player spawn point
In Varwin XRMS there are two types of player appearance points:
• Default player emergence point (blue)
• User-defined player emergence point (green)
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Default player emergence point

The Blue Player Appearance Point can be moved in all three axes, and rotated in the Y axis, but cannot be scaled
or rotated in the Z and X axes. The player will appear at this point in the absence of explicit instructions to redefine it
Note:
• The default position and orientation of the appearance point in space is defined in the scene template
• This object appears in the object list in Blockly, but does not have any behavior blocks

Player emergence point overridden by the user

With the Green Player Appearance Point the user can redefine where the player appears on the stage
To do this, it is necessary to:
1. Place a green dot on the stage - the direction of the arrow indicates the direction in which the player will look
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2. Save the scene and in the Blockly logic editor teleport the player to the new point of appearance

Now the player will appear in a new point when starting the scene
Note: There can be an infinite number of additional player appearance points. These points must be explicitly defined
in the logic editor (see the above construction), but they can also be overridden dynamically, e.g. at the moment the
button is pressed

Random Point of Appearance
The user can set the appearance point on the stage randomly. To do this, he must additionally place several green
Player Appearance Points on the stage
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And configure the Blockly logic accordingly
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To do that, at the moment of scene preparation, create a variable, containing an array of player appearing points
located on the scene. After that, for the player object perform the teleport to. . . function and set the block in the
“variable” list to “arbitrary” as the required object. Done, run the project and check that the logic works. Each
restart of the scene will call this event and select a random appearance point from the list for the player
Zone
A zone is an invisible object in view mode that is not an obstacle. A zone is aware of all objects within it, including
the player. The zone is often used as a function trigger when objects enter its zone
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Blockly
Zone contains object at the moment

A logic block that sends a true or false value, depending on whether the selected object is in the specified zone or not
Get the objects inside the zone object

A block that returns the list of objects that are inside at the moment
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Event Object Fell In/Out for the zone

The event block triggers when the specified object enters or leaves the specified zone. The parameters include the
specified object and the source, which is the selected zone with which the object interacts
Example of usage
As long as the player is in the zone, the light should be on
1. Add a light bulb and any of the zones to the scene
2. Open the Stage Logic Editor and assemble the following construction:

3. You are all set! Apply the changes and start testing in preview/review mode
Image
After importing the images will appear in the Desktop editor in the “Resources” tab. Learn more about downloading
resources
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The images are marked with a characteristic icon

How to add an image to the scene
1. Simply drag the image from the “Resources” tab to the scene
2. First, add a “Picture” object to the scene, then assign a picture to it

Setting up the “Picture” object in the scene editor
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Image

• Image - field for selecting a resource;
• Color - change the color tone of the image;
• Scale - a parameter similar to the scaling, but scales the object proportionally at once
• Reflect horizontally - reflection of image resource along the horizontal axis
• Vertical reflection - reflection of image resource along the vertical axis
• Rendering order - images with larger values will be rendered over images with smaller values even if they are
physically further away
• Illuminance - if marked, the image will participate in the illumination
Blockly
The main interaction with the image takes place inside the built-in Blockly logic editor
The default blocks for the object are of the type variables
Variables
For all properties except image and color, the corresponding paired blocks are defined - “set” and “get”

• Rendering order - images with large values will be rendered on top of images with smaller values, even if they
are physically further away
3D models
After importing the 3D models will appear in the Desktop editor in the “Resources” tab. Learn more about downloading resources
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3D models are marked with a characteristic icon

Behaviors are defined for the model:
• Moving
• Interactivity
• Scaling
How to add a 3D model to the scene
1. Simply drag the 3D model from the “Resources” tab to the scene
2. First add a “3D Model” object to the scene, then assign a model to it
The animation, if any, will be pulled in automatically
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Setting up the “3D model” object in the scene editor
VarwinModel

• 3D Model - selection of a previously added model from the library
Vectors:
• Scale - parameter similar to scaling but scales the object proportionally at once
• Rotation is a parameter similar to rotating. Duplicated because different 3d modeling packages have different
axis orientations. This can cause the model to “lie down” when imported. Here you can adjust the orientation of
the model so that it “stands” with zero rotation values in the parameters. Rotation is divided into three rotation
axes, X, Y and Z, respectively
• Position is a parameter similar to position. Duplicated for the same reason as the “Rotation” parameter. It is
intended to align the model inside the “3D model” object if the imported model has a displaced pivot point *
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Note: *Pivot is the point relative to which the model should align
• Animation enabled - the parameter enabling the animation of the 3D model, if any
Warning: If this option is not enabled, all animation settings made in the Blockly logic editor will not work!
• Animation shift - can take values from 0 to 1, where 0 is the beginning of the animation (i.e. no shift), and 1 is
the end
An example of a 3D model, with an incorrect pivot in Varwin

Model with corrected orientation: x: 90, y: 0, z: 0
Blockly
The main interaction with the 3D object takes place inside the built-in Blockly logic editor
The default block types for the object are as follows:
• Actions
• Variables
• Events
Actions
This set of blocks allows the user to customize the animation if it is built into the 3D object originally
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Start animation № X - the block that starts the animation with the specified number, as the number of animations in
the 3D model can be any Play/stop/stop current animation - the block that works with animation playback
Variables

• Animation playback speed N - if the 3D model has a built-in animation, this parameter adjusts the speed of
animation playback
Note: the value for animation playback speed can be either positive or negative, which will slow it down
• Animation playback single/non-single - the parameter that enables the animation to repeat after its completion
• Animation playback direct/reverse/ping-pong - sets the type of animation playback:
– Direct - normal animation play from the beginning to the end
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– Reverse - playing animation from the end frame to the first one, i.e. vice versa
– Ping-pong - animation playback, where the first time animation is direct, the next time - reverse, and so on
• Get animation playback from object - a variable that returns the current state of the 3D object, whether it is
animated at the current moment or not
Warning: If your animation settings don’t work, check in the scene editor if the Animation is enabled checkbox
of the corresponding 3D model is checked!

Events

• Animation completed - an event that runs after the 3D model animation is finished
• Animation paused/stopped - the event trigger is either paused animation, or its complete stopping
Panorama
A standard Varwin object that is used to customize panoramas and has the following behaviors:
• Moving
• Interactivity
• Scaling
After importing the panoramic image into the platform resources, it will appear in the Desktop editor on the “Resources” tab. Learn more about downloading resources
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Placing the panorama on the stage
1. Drag the Panorama object from the Library tab to the stage

2. Select the panorama on the editor stage, in the “Inspector” field “Panorama Picture” select the necessary
picture resource that you added to the resource library earlier

Setting up the “Panorama” object in the scene editor
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Panorama

• Panorama image - field for selecting a resource
• Scale - panorama scaling. Performs the function of the standard scaling
• Panorama mode:
– Spherical panorama
– Cube panorama.
• Button “Load” - loads a resource (if it is selected for this panorama) and shows it in the editor. Initially, the
resources are not shown to reduce the load on your PC.
• Button “Unload” - unloads the resource (if it is selected for this panorama) and hides it on the stage, leaving a
white panorama
Player position inside
• Lock the player inside - the function that moves and locks the user inside the sphere;
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• Arm’s length distance - this setting sets the radius of the inner invisible collider sphere, on the inner surface of
which it is convenient to place interactive objects; in order to see this sphere, turn on the collider displays at the
top of the editor. Use in tandem with the object Pointer beam settings, to allow the user to interact with objects
farther than arm’s length
• Off-center camera shift - shifts the player’s camera, which is located in the sphere, along the vertical axis. The
value is set in meters in the format x.y
• Button “Move camera” - moves the camera inside the panorama to its center, at the height, set by the parameter
“Camera shift from the center”
Blockly
The main interaction with the panorama takes place inside the built-in Blockly logic editor
The default block types for the object are as follows:
• Actions
• Variables
• Events
Action Blocks

This set of action blocks allows you to control the panorama and related actions and includes:
• Teleport player - a block that moves the player to the center of the panorama
• Load/unload image - when called, it loads or unloads the selected resource to the **Panorama* object on the
stage
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Variables

Contains blocks that set and return values of the following panorama attributes:
• Block/unblock player inside the panorama - the parameter sets whether the player can or cannot move
Events

Blocks of events that respond to resource loading or unloading for a specific panorama on the scene
• Image loaded/unloaded - event that reacts to the loading or unloading of a resource image from the selected
panorama
Varwin bot
There are two bots in the Varwin library, a boy and a girl. The bots can walk and chat
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You can control bots in the logic editor
Moving
Units for motion control
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Block groups:
1. Settings
2. Simple moving (the path is set manually)
3. Moving to the target (automatically)
4. Moving along the route (automatically)
Settings
Maximum angle of ascent (in degrees) - if there is an obstacle/slope in front of the bot with an angle of inclination
greater than the preset one, the bot will not pass
Stop distance in front of the object - to avoid this, set at least one meter

Simple moving
Move forward/backward/left/right in steps or at a run until the bot stops, i.e. until it is stopped by the corresponding
block
Turn the bot by the specified number of degrees in time
Move the bot to a fixed distance
Moving to the target
The bot will go to the target by the shortest path
Warning: Be careful with the obstacles in the way of the bot - remove them, or it will not reach!
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Moving along the route
Set a more complicated route to travel
Tip: You can use invisible dots

Conversation
When the bot speaks, a bubble appears above his head with the text
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Bot settings in the inspector

Display spoken text - if unchecked, the text bubble will not appear. In the future bots will be able to speak with their
voices, but for now it is advisable to always keep this box checked
Hide text automatically - when unchecked, the text bubble will not disappear
Blocks to control the conversation
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Audio
A standard Varwin object that is used to configure audio files. This is a “technical” object - it is not displayed to the
player in playback mode, but its blocks are triggered according to the selected logic
After importing an audio file into the platform resources, it will appear in the Desktop editor on the “Resources”
tab.

Audio files are marked with a characteristic icon
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Placing the audio file on stage
You can place an audio file on stage in two ways:
1. Drag an audio file from the “Resources” tab onto the stage
2. Add an “Audio” object to the scene, and then assign it a resource to play from the resource selection window in
the properties of the object in the Inspector

Audio file properties

• Audio - field for selecting a resource
Note: supported formats: ogg, wav
• Looping - repeatedly plays the audio file after it is finished
• Play on start - starts the audio file immediately after the scene is initialized
• Volume (0-1) - Setting the volume of the audio file between 0 and 1, where 0 is silent and 1 is the maximum
volume
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Note: The parameter supports input of fractional numbers in x.y format
• Playback speed - Set the speed of the audio file in the range from 0 to 3, where:
– 0 - no playback
– 1 - playback of the file at the original speed
– 3 - the maximum three times speed
Note: The parameter supports input of fractional numbers in x.y format
• Mute audio - mutes the audio file in the scene
• 3D sound - mutes the surround playback of the audio file. The source of the sound will depend on the location
of the user relative to the Audio object on the stage
• Press the “Play” button to listen to the audio file in the editor
• Button “Stop” - to stop listening to the audio file in the editor
Blockly
The main interaction with the audio file takes place inside the built-in Blockly logic editor
The following block types are set by default for the object:
• Logic
• Actions
• Variables
• Events
Logic

• Audio playing/paused/stopped at the moment - a block that is embedded in the logical construction and is
involved in checking the current state of the audio file
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Actions

This set of actions allows you to manipulate the playback of an audio file and includes
• Play/Stop/Pause audio
• Rewind for X seconds - set the playback time to the specified
Variables

Contains blocks that specify and return values of the following audio file attributes:
• Cycled/non-cycled playback
• Loudness [0-1]
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• Playback speed [0-3]
• Audio duration in seconds
• Current time - get the current time value
Events

• Playback completed - event triggered after the end of the audio clip
Video
A standard Varwin object used to configure video files. Additionally, it has a switchable control panel for video
playback. The object has the following behavior:
• Moving
• Interactivity
• Scaling
After importing a video file into the platform resources, it will appear in the Desktop editor in the “Resources” tab.
Learn more about downloading resources

Posting a video on stage
You can place a video file on stage in two ways:
1. Drag a video file from the “Resources” tab onto the stage
2. Add a “Video” object to the scene and then assign it a resource to play from the resource library

Setting up the “Video” object in the scene editor
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Video

• Video - the field for selecting a resource
Note: supported formats: mp4, mov, webm, wmv
• Scale - scales the video file. Performs the function of the standard scaling
• Playback Speed (0-10) - Sets the video file speed between 0 and 10, where 0 is not playing, 1 is playing the file
at the original speed, 10 is the maximum speed
• Volume [0-1] - Set the volume of the video file from 0 to 1, where 0 is silent, 1 is maximum volume
Note: The parameter supports input of fractional numbers in x.y format
• Mute - mutes the playback of the video file in the scene
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• Loop - repeatedly plays the video file after its completion
• Play on start - starts the video file right after the scene is initialized
• “Play” button - to listen to the video file in the editor
• “Stop” button - to stop listening to the video file in the editor
• “Load Video” button - loads the resource (if it is selected for this object) and shows a preview in the editor.
Initially, the resources are not shown to reduce the load on your PC
• “Unload Video” button - unloads the resource (if it is selected for this object) and hides the preview in the scene,
leaving a white screen
Interface
• Turn off UI player - turns off the interactive player that controls video file playback
• Tilt angle of player - changes the angle at which the user sees the control panel in the sphere
• Speed of following the user - regulates the speed of the control interface movement behind the user’s field of
view, if the user starts turning his head
• Closing time at inactivity - time of hiding the interactive player if the user does not interact with the video
screen. The parameter is measured in seconds
Blockly
The main interaction with the video file takes place inside the built-in Blockly logic editor
The default block types for the object are as follows:
• Logic
• Actions
• Variables
• Events
Logic
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• Video playing/paused/stopped/loading - a block that is embedded in the logical construction and is involved
in checking the current status of the video file
Actions

This set of actions allows you to control video file playback:
• Play/Pause/Stop - a block that allows you to control video file playback
• Rewind to X seconds - set the playback time to the specified
• Download/download video:
– loads the resource (if it is selected for this object) and shows a preview on the screen after you start
the project. Initially, the resources are not shown to reduce the load on your PC
– unloads the resource (if it is selected for this object) and hides the preview from the sphere in the
project, leaving a white screen
• Display/hide player - displays or hides the interactive player
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Variables

Contains blocks that specify and return values of the following video file attributes:
• Scale - scales the video file. Performs the function of the standard scaling
• Playback speed [0-10]
• Volume [0-1]
• Cycled/non-cycled playback is a parameter that allows you to repeat the video file after it ends
• Video duration in seconds
• Current time - get the current time value
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Events

• Playback completed - Event triggered when the video ends
• Close Button Pressed - Event triggered when the close button on the playback control panel is pressed
Video 360

A standard Varwin object used to configure 360 video files. Additionally, it has a switchable control panel for video playback. Th
• Moving
• Interactivity
• Scaling
After importing a video file into the platform resources, it will appear in the Desktop editor in the “Resources” tab.
Learn more about downloading resources

Placing a panoramic video file on the stage
To place a 360 video file you need to add a “Video 360” object to the scene and then assign it a resource to play from
the resource library
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Setting up the “Video 360” object in the scene editor
Video 360

• Video - field for selecting a resource
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Note: supported formats: mp4, mov, webm, wmv
• Scale - Scales the video file. Performs the function of the standard scaling
• Playback Speed (0-10) - Sets the video file speed between 0 and 10, where 0 is not playing, 1 is playing the file
at the original speed, 10 is the maximum speed
• Volume [0-1] - Set the volume of the video file from 0 to 1, where 0 is silent, 1 is maximum volume
Note: The parameter supports input of fractional numbers in x.y format
• Mute - mutes the playback of the video file in the scene
• Loop - repeatedly plays the video file after its completion
• Play on start - starts the video file right after the scene is initialized
• “Play” button - to listen to the video file in the editor
• “Stop” button - to stop listening to the video file in the editor.
• “Load Video” button - loads the resource (if it is selected for this object) and shows a preview in the editor.
Initially, the resources are not shown to reduce the load on your PC
• “Unload Video” button - unloads the resource (if it is selected for this object) and hides the preview in the scene,
leaving a white video panorama
Player position inside
• Lock the player inside - the function that moves and locks the user inside the sphere;
• Arm’s length distance - this setting sets the radius of the inner invisible collider sphere, on the inner surface of
which it is convenient to place interactive objects; in order to see this sphere, turn on the collider displays at the
top of the editor; use in tandem with the object Pointer beam settings, to allow the user to interact with objects
further than arm’s length
• Camera shift from the center - shifts the player’s camera, which is located in the sphere, along the vertical axis.
The value is set in meters in the format x.y.
• “Move camera” button - moves the camera inside the panorama to its center, at the height, set by the “Camera
shift from center” parameter
Interface
• Turn off UI player - turns off the interactive player that controls video file playback
• Tilt angle of player - changes the angle at which the user sees the control panel in the sphere
• Speed of following the user - regulates the speed of the control interface movement behind the user’s field of
view, if the user starts turning his head
• Closing time at inactivity - time of hiding the interactive player if the user is not interacting with the sphere. The
parameter is measured in seconds
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Blockly
The main interaction with the video file takes place inside the built-in Blockly logic editor
The default block types for the object are as follows:
• Logic
• Actions
• Variables
• Events
Logic

• Video playing/paused/stopped/loading - a block that is embedded in the logical construction and is involved
in checking the current status of the video file
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Actions

This set of actions allows you to control video file playback:
• Play/Pause/Stop - a block that allows you to control the video file playback
• Rewind to X seconds - set the playback time to a specified time
• Download/download video:
– loads the resource (if it is selected for this object) and shows a preview in the sphere after you start
the project. Initially, the resources are not shown to reduce the load on your PC
– unloads the resource (if it is selected for this object) and hides the preview from the sphere in the
project, leaving a white sphere
• Teleport the player - the function teleports the player to the center of the object
• Display/hide player - displays or hides interactive player
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Variables

Contains blocks that specify and return values of the following video file attributes:
• Scale - video file scaling. Performs the function of the standard scaling
• Playback speed [0-10]
• Volume [0-1]
• Cycled/non-cycled playback is a parameter that allows you to repeat the video file after it ends
• Video duration in seconds
• Current time - get current time value
• Lock/unlock player inside the video panorama - parameter allows or forbids the player to move
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Events

• Playback completed - Event triggered when the video ends
• Close Button Pressed - Event triggered when the close button on the playback control panel is pressed
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Remote control
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The control panel is a standard Varwin object, allowing remote control of objects on stage using the buttons and
joystick built into the panel
Variables
Get the joystick’s axis deviation value

Returns the coefficient of deviation of the joystick relative to the center along the selected axis as a number [-1;1]
Logic
Pressing the button

A logic block that returns false or true when one of the four buttons, red, blue, green, or yellow, is pressed
Events
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Button press/release

These events are triggered by pressing or releasing one of the four buttons
Teleportation Zone
A configurable teleportation zone is an object that allows the player to move around the entire area of the object. It is
needed when the default scene template does not specify the areas available for teleportation
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Attention: The object is translucent, so it can easily get lost on stage!
The object does not have its own logic and is not displayed during project startup
Examples of use
Create an empty scene. Place an object “Plane” on it. Imagine that this is the floor of the scene, for which, by
mistake, the teleportation zone is not set
Note: Observing the rules for creating a scene template, the developer must specify the teleportation zones himself
Turn off the Gravity and Obstacle parameters and turn on the Static parameter, so that the plane will not fall when
the project starts
Note: Read more about configuring the interactivity of the object here
Place the Transportation Zone object on the plane, save the project, and check the work done in Preview mode
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If done correctly, you will be able to freely move or teleport around the teleportation area. Thus, the teleportation zone
is a useful tool for the developer to perform various debugging manipulations in the scene
Varwin Mobile
General Information
Varwin Mobile is the mobile version of the Varwin platform. You don’t need a computer to play the finished apps.
Apps can be played on Oculus Quest mobile helmets or with Android mobile devices and any virtual reality glasses.
Projects are still created on the computer
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How does it work
1. Install Varwin XRMS on your computer
2. Create a project
3. Run the project on one of the supported headsets
Components
SDK
Mobile-ready objects and scene templates - objects and scene templates adapted for the mobile version
Mobile Client
1. Links to Varwin by referring to the IP address of the computer with the platform installed
2. Prompts you to select the desired project from a list of mobile projects
3. Starts the project
Working with mobile headsets
Varwin XRMS allows you to run projects on mobile headsets. From the following sections you will learn the features
of the platform working with headsets:
• Vive Focus
• Oculus Quest 1-2
• ClassVR
• Pico Neo 2, 3
Creating a mobile project
Creating a mobile project in Varwin XRMS is the same as creating a regular project, with one exception. When
creating a project, check “Mobile-VR support “
During the creation of the project:
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Or in the settings of an already created project:
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Attention: If this parameter is not set, this project will not appear when Varwin XRMS is run on the
mobile headset!
It is worth noting that only templates and objects adapted for the mobile version will be available for the mobile
project, so if you have created a project and some of the objects or scenes from your library are not available, it means
that they are not adapted for use in mobile projects
Note: All standard objects and scene templates are already adapted for mobile projects
Otherwise, the process of working with the platform is no different from the standard and they can still be run on a
PC. Create projects, fill the scenes objects from Varwin standard object libraries, Edit the logic of object interaction
in Blockly. And you’re ready for The launch of the project on Oculus Quest
Working with Vive Focus
This section describes how to use the Varwin mobile client for the Vive Focus headset
On Vive Focus you can launch projects only in view mode. To edit projects, use Desktop editor
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To run Varwin projects on the Vive Focus, you need Install the mobile client for Vive Focus
Explore the section using the controller, to learn how to interact with objects in virtual reality
Explore creation features Vive Focus projects
Installing the Varwin Mobile Client
This section describes how to install the Varwin Mobile Client, a mobile headset application that allows you to work
with Varwin XRMS
Installing
1. Download a mobile client to your computer for Vive Focus
2. Go to the website SideQuest and download SideQuest by selecting the appropriate OS

3. Install the downloaded software by following the installer prompts
4. Connect the headset with a USB cable to your computer and start SideQuest. You will see a message that you
need to allow access to the headset’s file system
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5. Put the headset on and select File Transfer in the window that appears
6. Allow the installation of the app from unknown sources:
6.1 For Vive Focus and Vive Focus Plus, go to “Settings” - “Security” - “Allow installation of apps
from unknown sources”
6.2 Vive Focus 3 go to “Settings” - “Advanced” - “Install unknown apps”
7. Remove the headset, in the SideQuest window click on the APK file download button and select the APK file
you downloaded earlier

8. Wait until installation is complete, put the headset on, and navigate to:
8.1 for Vive Focus and Vive Focus Plus “Library” - “On My Device” and run the “Varwin WaveVR
Client”
8.2 for Vive Focus 3 “Directory” and run the “Varwin WaveVR Client” app
Attention: The first time you run the app, it will ask for permission to access photos, media and files on your
device, as well as the ability to record audio

Using the VR Controller
This section describes the control features in Varwin XRMS on the Vive Focus, Vive Focus Plus, and Vive Focus 3
mobile headsets
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Vive Focus

№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Designation
Touchpad
“Application” button
“Home” Button
Status Indicator
“Volume” Button
Trigger
Battery compartment
Bracelet hole

Management
• Press the trigger to interact with objects
• To teleport, press and hold the touchpad to aim and release to teleport
• To discretely pivot left/right, press the right/left side of the touchpad
• To take or release an object, press the “Append” button
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• To exit the project to the connection screen, press and hold the “Apps” button for two seconds
• To access the Vive Focus system menu, press the Home button
• Press the touchpad or trigger to interact with interface elements
Vive Focus Plus

№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Designation
Tracking sensor
Touch pad
“Menu” button
Status indicator
“VIVE” button
Trigger
“Grab” button
Battery compartment
Bracelet hole
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Management
• Press the trigger to interact with objects
• To teleport, press and hold the touchpad to aim and release to teleport
• To discretely pivot left/right, press the right/left side of the touchpad
• To grapple or release an object, press the “Grab” button
• To exit the project to the connection screen, press the “Applications” button
• To bring up the Vive Focus **system menu, press the Home button
• Press the touchpad or trigger to interact with interface elements
Vive Focus 3
Top view

№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Designation
Controller indicators
Joystick
“VIVE” button
B Button
A Button
Thumb rest
Y Button
X Button
“Menu” button
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Front and side view

№
1
2
3
4

Designation
“Grab” button
Trigger
USB Type C port
Bracelet

Control
• Press the trigger to interact with objects
• To teleport, twist the joystick forward/backward to aim, and release it to teleport
• To discretely turn left/right turn the joystick to the corresponding side
• To grapple or release an object, press the “Grab” button
• To exit the project to the connection screen, press the “Applications” button
• To bring up the Vive Focus system menu, press the Menu button
• Press the trigger to interact with interface elements
Launching the project on the Vive Focus
• Create mobile project
• Go to the project page in Varwin and click on “View in Mobile VR”
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• A modal window will open

• Select a device from the drop-down menu

• Remember the IP address from the third item
Connecting to a server
• Launch the Varwin app on your mobile headset
Note: If such an application is not on the list, then the installation failed. Re-install the application
via SideQuest
• Open the application to access photos, media and files
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• Enter the IP address saved in the previous step into the “Enter IP-address” field
Attention: A Wi-Fi connection is required to connect to Varwin

Tip: You do not need to enter port 9117 - it is the default. If you have a different port, it must be
entered
• Click Connect and you will see the projects available to run
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Server
All single-user projects available to run from the server are displayed here. A project will be downloaded from the
server to your device each time you start a project from this tab. You can also save any project locally by clicking the
Download button next to the project
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Saved
All projects that are saved locally on the device are displayed here. You don’t have to wait for them to be downloaded
when you run them. You can delete a project from the device memory at any time by clicking the Delete button next
to the project
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Working with Oculus Quest
This section describes how to use the Varwin mobile client for Oculus Quest headset
On Oculus Quest, you can launch projects only in view mode
To edit projects, use Desktop editor
To run Varwin projects on Oculus Quest, you need Install the mobile client for Oculus Quest
Explore creation features Projects for Oculus Quest
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Preparing Oculus Quest
If you have not yet worked with Oculus Quest, you must first set it up
Attention:
• To set up Oculus Quest, you will need a smartphone connected to Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
• Minimum OS requirements for smartphones on which the Oculus app will be installed:
– Apple iOS 10+
– Android 6.0+
• It is recommended to fully charge Oculus Quest before starting

Installing the Oculus Mobile App
• Install the official Oculus mobile app on your smartphone:
– For iOS
– For Android
• Launch the app and log in with your Oculus account
– If you don’t have an Oculus account, create one on the official Oculus website
• Follow the on-screen instructions to connect your smartphone to the headset using Wi-Fi
• Follow the on-screen instructions to connect the Oculus Touch controllers to the headset
Boundaries of the play area
The Oculus Guardian system allows you to create boundaries of a safe play area. Boundaries become visible in VR
when you approach the edges of an area. Follow instructions on the official Oculus website to customize the boundaries
of the play area
Enabling Developer Mode
To install the Varwin mobile client on your Oculus Quest, you will need to turn on developer mode
Attention: To activate developer mode, you will need a smartphone with the Oculus app installed, connected to
Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth enabled
• In the Oculus App, open “Settings”
• Select your Oculus Quest device from the list
• From the menu select Advanced
• Select Developer mode and turn it on with the slider
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• If this is the first time you’ve turned on developer mode on this device, the Oculus website will automatically
open
– Follow the link (you can use your smartphone or computer). Log in and create your organization (you can
enter any text as its name). Click “Send”
– Open Oculus again on your smartphone and repeat the previous steps:
* In the Oculus app, open Settings
* Select your Oculus Quest device from the list
* Select Advanced from the menu
* Select developer mode and turn it on with the slider
• Connect the headset to your computer with the cable. You will need this to install the mobile client
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• The headset will open a window with the text: “Trust this computer?”. Click Yes
• A new device named Quest will appear on your system
Installing the Varwin Mobile Client
This section describes how to install the Varwin Mobile Client, a mobile headset application that allows you to work
with Varwin XRMS
Installation
1. Download the mobile client to your computer Varwin Quest Client on your computer
2. Go to the website SideQuest and download SideQuest by selecting the appropriate OS

3. Install the downloaded software by following the installer prompts
4. Connect the headset with a USB cable to your computer and start SideQuest. You will see a message that you
need to allow access to the headset’s file system
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5. Put the headset on and select File Transfer in the window that appears
7. Remove the headset, in the SideQuest window click on the APK file download button and select the APK file
you have downloaded earlier

7. Wait until installation is complete, put the headset on and go to “Applications” - “All” - “Unknown sources”
and run “com.varwin.mobilevr”
Attention: The first time you run the app, it will ask for permission to access photos, multimedia and files on
your device, as well as the ability to record audio

The launch of the project on Oculus Quest
• Create mobile project
• Go to the project page in Varwin and click on “View in Mobile VR”

• A modal window will open
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• Remember the IP address from the third point
Connecting to a server
• In Oculus Quest, open the library
• Open “Unknown sources”
• Select com.varwin.mobilevr from the list and run the application
Note: If such an application is not on the list, then the installation failed. Re-install the application
via SideQuest
• Open the application to access photos, media and files
• Enter the IP address saved in the previous step into the “Enter IP-address” field
Attention: A Wi-Fi connection is required to connect to Varwin

Tip: You do not need to enter port 9117 - it is the default. If you have a different port, it must be
entered
• Click “Connect” and you will see the projects available to run
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Server
All single-user projects available to run from the server are displayed here. The project will be downloaded from the
server to the device each time you start a project from this tab. You can also save any project locally by clicking the
“Download” button next to the project
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Saved
All projects that are saved locally on the device are displayed here. You don’t have to wait for them to be downloaded
when you run them. You can delete a project from the device memory at any time by clicking the “Delete” button
next to the project
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Using controllers
Grabbing an item
Press the Grab Button to move the captured object and hold it down until you want to release the object. To release
the object, release the capture button
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Action
Press the “Trigger” button

Teleportation
1. Press stick. A pointer beam will appear
2. Without releasing it, point the beam at the area you want to teleport to. If the beam is green, teleportation is
possible
3. To teleport, release the stick
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Turning
Press the stick to the left for a discrete left turn, to the right for a discrete right turn

Working with ClassVR
This section describes the features of the Varwin mobile client for the ClassVR headset
On ClassVR you can launch projects only in view mode
To edit projects, use Desktop editor
Explore the section Using the controller to learn how to interact with objects in virtual reality
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Explore creation features of ClassVR projects
Launching a project on a ClassVR headset
• Create mobile project
• Go to the project page in Varwin and click on “View in Mobile VR”

• A modal window will open

• Use the “Scanner” app on your ClassVR headset and scan the QR code of the project. After scanning, the
project will run immediately on the headset
Tip: If you cannot scan the QR code, click on it with the left mouse button to enlarge it

Control
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Controller
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1. Button “Trigger” 1.1. Short press - interact with the object 1.2. Long press - pick up object
2. Travel control joystick
3. System menu
4. Back
5. USB cable
6. USB-C connector and connection to USB-A adapter
7. Handle
Headset
1. Tilting the head left and right rotates the player
2. By tilting the head down you can call up the menu (exit/cancel)
3. Button with a triangle icon:
1. Short press - interaction with an object
2. Long press - take the object
Working with Pico Neo
This section describes how to use the Varwin mobile client for the Pico Neo headset
The Pico Neo is a mobile headset that can operate in two modes, Mobile (wireless) and Desktop (wired)
To configure the headset to connect in Mobile mode, read article about connecting the headset to the server
To run projects in desktop mode, read the features of launching projects in different modes
To run Varwin projects on the Pico Neo in Desktop mode, you need Install the mobile client for the Pico Neo
Explore creation features Pico Neo projects
Read an article about, how to move around in the project correctly
Installing the Varwin Mobile Client
This section describes how to install the Varwin Mobile Client, a mobile headset application that allows you to work
with Varwin XRMS
Installation
1. Download a mobile client to your computer for Pico Neo
2. Go to SideQuest and download SideQuest by selecting the appropriate OS
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3. Install the downloaded software by following the installer prompts
4. Connect the headset with a USB cable to your computer and start SideQuest. You will see a message that you
need to allow access to the headset’s file system

5. Remove the headset, in the SideQuest window click on the APK file download button and select the APK file
you downloaded earlier
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6. Wait until the installation is complete, put on the headset and go to the “Applications” tab. There, launch the
Mobile VR app
Attention: The first time you run the app, it will ask for permission to access photos, multimedia and files on
your device, as well as the ability to record audio

Launching the project
Running the project in Mobile mode
1. Create mobile project
2. To launch the project in mobile mode, click “View in Mobile VR”

3. The modal window opens. Go to the Pico tab

4. Select the device from the drop-down menu
1.9. Whole list of changes in Varwin 0.16
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5. Copy the IP address from point 4 of the modal window
Attention: Don’t forget to install the application for a mobile headset!
6. In the Pico Neo, open “Application” and launch “Mobile VR”

7. Connect to the server using the copied IP address
Note: Read more about connections and projects in the article “Connecting to a server”
8. Select the desired project from the list
Launching a project in Desktop mode
1. Navigate to Steam gaming platform site, download and install it on your computer
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2. Go to SteamVR and download
3. Launch SteamVR from Steam to complete the installation and restart

4. Navigate to Pico and download Pico VR Streaming Assistant
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5. Install Pico VR Streaming Assistant on your computer by following the prompts

6. Connect the helmet to your computer, put it on and turn it on. Start Streaming Assistant, following the prompts

Attention:
• Pico Neo 2 and Pico Neo 3 Pro use different interfaces for connection
• Pico Neo 2 connects with a normal USB Type-C to USB Type-A cable
• Pico Neo 3 Pro connects to your PC with a USB Type-C cable on one side and USB Type-A + DisplayPort
on the other
7. Once you have the SteamVR game space loaded, open the platform on your computer and launch the desired
project by pressing “View in Mobile VR”

Connecting to a server
• Launch the Varwin XRMS on your mobile headset
Note: If this app is not in the list, then the installation failed. Re-install the app through SideQuest
• Allow the app to access photos, media and files
• Enter the IP address saved in the previous step into the “Enter IP-address” field
Attention: A Wi-Fi connection is required to connect to Varwin
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Tip: You do not need to enter port 9117 - it is the default. If you have a different port, it must be
entered
• Click Connect and you will see the projects available to run
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Server
All single-user projects available to run from the server are displayed here. A project will be downloaded from the
server to your device each time you start a project from this tab. You can also save any project locally by clicking the
Download button next to the project
platform/mobile/pico-neo/connecting-images/image-4.png

Saved
All projects that are saved locally on the device are displayed here. You don’t have to wait for them to be downloaded
when you run them. You can delete a project from the device memory at any time by clicking on the Delete button
next to the project

platform/mobile/pico-neo/connecting-images/image-5.png

Using the VR Controller
This section describes the control features in Varwin XRMS on the Pico Neo 2 and Pico Neo 3 Pro mobile headsets
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Pico Neo 2

№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Designation
Joystick
“Back” button
“Home” button
Status indicator
“Interaction 1” button
“Interaction 2” button
Trigger
“Grab” button
Charging port

Control
• To teleport, tilt the joystick forward/backward to aim, and release it to teleport
• To discretely rotate left/right, move the joystick to the corresponding side
• To grapple or release an object, press the “Grab” button
• To exit the project to the connection screen, press the “Interaction 1” button
• To call the Pico Neo system menu, press the “Home” button
• To interact with objects and interface elements press the trigger
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Pico Neo 3 Pro

№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Designation
Joystick
“Back” button
“Home” button
“Interaction 1” button
“Interaction 2” button
Trigger
“Capture” button

Control
• To teleport, tilt the joystick forward/backward to aim, and release it to teleport
• To discretely rotate left/right, move the joystick to the corresponding side
• To grapple or release an object, press the “Grab” button
• To exit the project to the connection screen, press the “Interaction 1” button
• To call the Pico Neo system menu, press the “Home” button
• To interact with objects and interface elements press the trigger
Using other VR controllers
This section will tell you how to use some controllers in virtual reality
HTC Vive controllers
Grabbing an object
Press the Grab Button to move the captured object and hold it down until you want to release the object. To release
the object, release the capture button
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Action
Press the “Trigger” button (Trigger, Trigger)
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Teleportation
1. Touch the center area of the touchpad. The beam will appear
2. Without releasing it, point the beam at the area you want to teleport to. If the beam is green, teleportation is
possible
3. To teleport, release the button
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Turning
Press the left edge of the touchpad for a discrete left turn, the right edge for a right turn
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Additionally: Information about VIVE controllers at vive.com
WMR controllers
Grabbing an item
Press the Grab Button to move the captured object and hold it down until you want to release the object. To release
the object, release the capture button
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Action
Press the “Trigger” button (Trigger, Trigger)

Teleportation
1. Press the center part of the touchpad. A pointer beam will appear.
2. Without releasing it, point the beam at the area you want to teleport to. If the beam is green, you can teleport.
3. To teleport, release the button
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Turning
Press the left edge of the touchpad for a discrete left turn, the right edge for a right turn
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Additionally: Windows Mixed Reality controller information at support.microsoft.com
Developer Console
The Developer Console is a very useful tool for debugging the scene and objects. It contains all the logs of the
platform, as well as of the objects from which the scene is assembled. In the lower right corner of the running scene
(in edit or preview mode), the number of messages, warnings and errors displayed in the console is displayed. If you
click on them, or on the ~ key, the console will open
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On the console screen you can see a list of messages, as well as several buttons:

1. Button for clearing the message list
2. Button for scrolling the message list
3. Buttons for enabling/disabling the display of information messages, warnings and errors
The console can be closed by pressing Esc or ~
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FAQ: Possible technical problems
Installation and startup
Varwin does not install
1. Check your PC’s compliance system requirements
2. Contact Varwin support support@varwin.com with a description of the problem (it is recommended to attach a
screenshot of the error)
Varwin does not start
A yellow dot on the icon means that the program is starting. This can take up to two minutes

If you see a red dot - there was a launch error

Actions in this case:
Hint: Hereinafter: each subsequent action is performed if the previous one did not help
1. Call the menu by right- or left-clicking on the Varwin icon once. Restart Varwin via the menu

2. Restart Windows
3. Check if the firewall ports are closed*
*The first time you start Varwin, you may receive several notifications from the Windows firewall. Select “Allow
access” everywhere (you are allowing access to certain Varwin services, without this the platform will not start)
4. Call up the menu, select “Open log”
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5. Contact Varwin Support support@varwin.com and send the log (if you have an Internet connection)
The interface is not displayed / displayed incorrectly when Varwin XRMS is opened
Contact Varwin Support support@varwin.com with a description of the problem (we recommend that you attach a
screenshot)
Problems with files
File can’t be imported into the library
If the file is from an archive: make sure that the archive was unpacked before importing, and the import is done from
the folder
Running the VR Client
VR Client does not start
1. Check the compliance of your VR equipment and PC system requirements
2. Reinstall the VR Client
The client starts, but the helmet has a black screen
1. For Windows Mixed Reality equipment: Check the manual for your equipment
2. For HTC Vive equipment: check that the base stations are turned on and you are within range of them.
3. Restart your Steam VR
4. Restart your PC
5. Check if other VR applications are running on this hardware a.
port@varwin.com b. If not, contact the manufacturer’s support

If yes, contact Varwin support sup-

The client starts, but nothing happens
If the laptop system has an integrated graphics card selected by default, the platform will start the VR client, but will
not let you work in it. The user will see an error in VR (see screenshot)
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In this case you need to switch to a discrete graphics card:
1. Right-click on the Windows desktop, then click NVIDIA Control Panel from the context menu
2.

2. Click on the item from the left menu “Manage 3D settings”

3. On the right side, select the Global Settings tab, then select “NVIDIA High Performance Processor” from
the High Performance Processor section

Problems with the VR client
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Controllers are not displayed
1. Check that the controllers are charged and turned on
2. Restart the VR Client
3. Restart the Steam VR
Controllers are not displayed in the correct location
1. Move the controllers and helmet
2. Restart the VR Client
3. Restart the Steam VR
4. Restart your PC
5. Recalibrate the helmet (refer to your hardware manual)
Incorrect floor or horizon level
1. Move controllers and helmet
2. Restart the VR Client
3. Restart the Steam VR
4. For Windows Mixed Reality (floor): a. In virtual reality, go to “Mixed Reality Portal”. To do this, press the
“System” (Windows) button on the controller, then the virtual “Home” button
Attention: Varwin XRMS will be closed
b. Go to “All apps”
c. Launch the “Floor Adjustment” application (Room Adjustment or Floor Adjustment in English interface)
d. Click on the little man icon that appears.
e. Follow the instructions below to adjust the floor height
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5. For Windows Mixed Reality (horizon): a. Outside of Virtual Reality, open “Mixed Reality Portal” (usually runs
simultaneously with the Varwin VR client) b. Click the “Menu” button (three lines at the top left) c. select “Set
up Room Boundary” (Run Setup or Set up Room Boundary in the English interface) d. Follow the instructions
to reconfigure the helmet
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6. Recalibrate the helmet (refer to the manual of your equipment)
7. Restart your PC
VR client crashes (no error message)
1. Check if Steam VR / Oculus Rift / Windows Mixed Reality is working
2. contact Varwin support support@varwin.com with logs a. How to get the log: Call the menu by right or leftclicking on the Varwin icon once. Select “Open log”
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VR-client shows error
Error compiling / executing logic / initializing logic
Check the typing in Blockly. Warning: problem areas are highlighted
Error reading start parameters / finding start arguments / saving / server not responding
1. Reboot Varwin
2. Reinstall Varwin
3. contact Varwin support support@varwin.com.
Error loading object
Contact the object developer
Error loading scene / player appearing point not found
Contact scene’s developer (scene template)
Error loading world configuration / unknown error
1. Contact Varwin Support support@varwin.com with logs
a. How to get the log: Call the menu by right or left-clicking on the Varwin icon once. Select “Open
log”
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Server is unavailable
1. Call the menu by right or left-clicking on the Varwin icon once
2. Restart Varwin via the menu

List of versions
Documentation Version Table
Table with links to the documentation of different versions of them and a list of changes
Varwin version
0.16.*
0.13.*
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Reference table for 0.13.*
Download Varwin XRMS, SDK and mobile clients for Varwin 0.13.*
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